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VOLUME THIRTY-TWO.________________THURSDAY, MARCH T a 190T._______________WHOLE NUMBER, 1652.
A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
W. ROYER, M. D.,

P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,
TRAPPE, Pa. Offlee at tala residence, nearly
opposite Masonic Hall.

ry j Y. WEBER, M. D.,

P ra ctisin g P h y sician ;
EVANSBURG, Fa. Offlee Honrs: Until 9
a. m>; 7 to 9 p. m Keystone ’Phone No. 17.

g

A. KRUSEN, M. D.,

P

W. NCHEUREN’8

SHAVING PA RLO R,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Second Door Above Railroad.
Finest grades of CIGARS and TOBACCO
always on hand.

JJE N R Y BOWER,

Veterinary Surgeon,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Bell ’Phone 23 x.

H o m eo p ath ic P h y sician ,
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Office Hours : Until 9 -pi S. POLEY,
a. m.; 6 to 8 p. m. Keystone ’phone, No. 5;
Bell, 30x. Other office hours by appointment.
All kinds of X-Ray work and electrical treat
ment for cancerous, skin, and nervous diseases.

g

B. HORNING, M. D.,

P ra ctisin g P hysician,
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
Telephone in offlee.
Offlee Honrs until 9 a. m.

C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder,
TRAPPE, PA
Prompt and accurate in building construction.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
5-23

N. BARNDT,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
CONTRACTOR FOR ALJ. K IN D S OF

J

H. HAMER, M.

Brick and Stone Masonry,

H o m eo p ath ic P hysician.
COLLEGEVILLE, Pft.. Office Hours: Until
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au.

CEMENTING, CONCRETING, ETC Esti
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar
anteed. H » * SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
JOBBING.
3-6

L. SHOMU,
HARYEY
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
*21 SWEDE STREET. NORRISTOWN, PA.
RESIDENCE—ROYERSFORD.

H> 3rt. D A V I S ,

Both ’Phones.

-p j ERBEBT U. MOORE

A tto r n e y -a t- L a w ,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING,
306 Swede St.. Norristown, Pa
Bell and Keystone ’Phones.
6-16.

jypAYNE R. LONGSTRETH,

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
And Notary Public. ::: No: 712 Oroser Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Philo., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 1928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

JO SEPH S. KRATZ,

Eye Specialist and Physician,
24« HIGH NT..
POTTSTOWN.
SECOND FLOOR.

$ 1 0 0 0 WI^ B,)Y A
H O U SE, B A R N .
AND ONE ACRE OF GROUND along the
Trolley in Limerick. Apply to
U . 8. G. FINKBINER,
Real Estate and Insurance Agent,
Royersford, P a.

0 H A R L E 8 N. BARNDT,

A R C H IT E C T ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,

Plans and specifications carefully prepared.
Patronage solicited..
2-7.

1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
Philadelphia.
Telephones.

W ASHINGTON L E T T E R .
Pnom Our Regular Correspondent.

EVANS.

A tto r n e y -a t- L a w ,
823 SWEDE STREET,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

WOMAN HALLMAN,

A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
823SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Will be at his branch offlee in Odd Fellows'*
Building, CoLLHGHViLLs, P a., every evening
from 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from l*t© 6.
1-25.

JO H N 8. HUNSICKER,

Ju stic e o f th e P e a c e ,
&AHN STATION, PA.
Conveyancer and
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales at
tended to. Charges reasonable.

j^ R T H L R G. ASH,

Ju stic e o f th e P e a c e ,
Real Estate and General Business Agent,
TRAPPE, PA. All kinds of real estate sold
on commission. Real estate purchased. Money
loaned.
3-16

J^ R . FRANK BRANDRETH,
(Successor to Dr. Ghas, Ryckman,)

D E N T IST ,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Denti»try at
honest prices.

DK*8. D. CORNISH,
D EN TIST,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed ; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 31 Bell ’Phone, 27Y.

A DIMMED VISION
seldom sees the bright side of life. 1 have added
tothe happiness of many thousands of persons
afflicted with poor sight by providing the
Proper glasses. That is why my 27 years’ of
practical work is crowned with the approval of
patrons.

A. B. PARKER, Optician,
mo De k a l b s t r e e t ,

P

n o r r is t o w n .

8. ROOMS,
SCHWENKSVILLE, FjL,

S la te r a n d R o o fer,
And dealer In Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
f™“®» etc. Estimates furnished. Work con
tacted at lowest prices.
i
lloct

X?OWARO DAVID,
,J
P ainter and

P a p e r-H a n g e r,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 49* Samples of paper
always on hand-

Washington D. C. Feb. 28,1907.—
Another shuffle in the Isthmian
Canal Commission is taking place
and once again there is a new deal.
Chief Engineer Stevens has re
signed his position and after hav
ing called for bids and kept the
lowest bidders on the grill of un
certainty for weeks the President
has announced that all bids for dig
ging the canal are rejected and that
the work of construction will be
done by the Government under the
the direction of Army Engineers,
Not only the superstitious believe
that the Canal is “ Hoodoed” and
the many trials and annoj'ances that
have so far been encountered have
greatly discouraged many of the
optimistic prophets of success. No
problem which this Government has
ever undertaken has been attended
with so many vexations as the con
struction of the Canal—vexatious
not only in the physical details of
of the enormous work but in the
disappointment iu men who have
been depended upon to carry them
through. It was believed that when
the original Commission composed
of a number of old fogies who
needed a job, were out of the way
that the work would proceed with
out delay. As a matter of fact it
was but the beginning of the
trouble and since then the resigna
tions of Wallace ata critical moment.
Shonts, the President of the Com
mission, and now Engineer Stevens,
have demonstrated the difficulty of
securing men big enough for the
position. It is freely intimated that
the resignation of Mr. Shontz was
desired by the President but he
had placed great faith in Mr. Stev
ens, whose resignation following
announcements in which he led the
country to infer that he would suc
ceed with" the canal or perish with
it, is a great blow to the undertak
ing. But on the principal that there
are as good fish iu the sea as the
ones already caught, the President
lost no time iu appointing a suc
cessor to Mr. Stevens. The new
man is Maj. Geo. W. Goetbals of the

corps of the Army Engineers. The
work of the Canal has heen turned
over to this branch of the Army,
and Maj. D. Gaillard and Maj. Wil
liam L. Libert who has had charge
of the work along the Ohio River
have been appointed assistants to
to Maj. Goethals.
In reconstructing the Canal Com
mission the President has treated
the country to a surprise in the ap
pointment as a Member of it, Sena
tor Joseph C. S. Blackburn of Ken
tucky. Mr. Blackburn is a demo
crat and is about to. conclude his
third term as Senator. He was de
feated in the last election and his
friends have been active in trying
to get a job for him under the Fed
eral Government. He is a lawyer
and of course has never dug a canal
or seen one dug. His fitness for the
place is altogether a matter of con
jecture or it may be that some one
believes that bis gift of telling good
stories will make him valuable in
keeping up the good humor in the
Commission or among the laborers.
He is a poor man and the salary of
ten thousand a year must be a wel
come alternative to returning to a
law practice in the little town ot
Versailles. He will divide bis time
between the Isthmus and Washing
ton and bis convivial spirit andfamiliarity with the game of poker
will no doubt help to relieve the
tedium of those who are also obliged
to make the journey often.
The Dew officers will go to the
Isthmus early in March to assume
their duties. Mr. Taft will also
visit the zone in the latter part of
March. He will be accompanied by
three engineers of high professional
reputation who will give advice as
to the work. A junketing party of
fifty Congressmen will leave New
York immediately after the adjourn
ment of Congress on a tour of in
spection of the Canal route. So
taken altogether if looking on and
talking about the work will accomit the Caual is in a fair way to get
through the summer if not through
the Isthmus.
The rumor that Secretary Shaw
would become President of the
Carnegie Trust Company upon his
retirement from the Cabinet was
confirmed by the Secretary himself.
Mr. Shaw will retire March fifth,
after a five years service in the
Cabinet filled with distinction.
During these five years while the
prosperity of the country has been
great the Secretary has had plenty
of opportunities to demonstrate his
ability and on several occasions he
has shown courage and ingenuity
that have placed him in the front
rank of the financiers of the country.
He is a lawyer as well as a banker
and his construction of antiquated
Treasury laws has on more than one
occasion prevented our cumberous
financial system from jeopardizing
the prosperity of the country. His
famous order issued last March, in
which be advanced funds from the
Treasury to importers of gold pend
ing the time the metal was iu tran
sit did more than any other thing to
give to the United States command
of the gold supply of the world, and
coming as it did, just previous to
the Sau Francisco disaster when
$25,000,000 was withdrawn from
New York banks to San Francisco,
it probably averted a financial
panic. His flotation of the Panama
Bond issue by which he secured a
higher rate for two per cent, secur
ities than the prevailing price for
two per cent, consols was regarded
as a master stroke of financiering
and drew from Mr. Roosevelt one of
the most complimentary letters ever
sent a Cabinet Officer by a Presi
dent.
Mr. Shaw is prominently men
tioned as a Presidential candidate
and in a recent interview be states
that while not seeking the place be
would not decline it if it came to
him, and he happily expresses his
sentiment in the matter in a quo
tation from General Grant who said
he had never sought a place of
honor or preferment and had never
declined one, and adds: “ Whatever
Shaw Presidential sentiment now

exists has sprung up spontaneously
and unless it continues to grow in
the same way my name will never
be mentioned in a natioual conven
tion. Meantime I will not decline
appropriate tasks nor refuse to do
my share of the world’s work.”
Among Mr. Shaw’s abilities his
felicity in the writing and deliver
ing of speeches is conspicuous and
some of his addresses are worthy
a place in American classic oratory.
POW ER FROM THE STARS.

Among the earliest ideas of man
kind concerning the stars was the
popular belief that they exercised
some mysterious power over the in
habitants of the earth. This notion
gave rise to astrology, whose super
stitious practices still, find votaries
even at this late day. The advance
of science long ago put an end to
astrological fancies in the minds of
well-informed people, while in place
of the old notions about the influ
ences of the stars new conceptions;
not less wonderful in many respects
have been formed.
We know, for instance, that if the
law of gravitation prevails, as we
have a reason to believe it does,
among the stars, then every star, in
proportion to its mass and its dis
tance, exercises an attractive in
fluence upon the earth, and, of
course, upon every inhabitant of
the earth. These attractions, how
ever, are necessarily so slight that
we have, as yet, no means of detec
ting them.
In some other respects, however,
the influence of the stars can be
measured. The heat that comes
from some of them has been thought
sufficient to effect delicate ther
mopiles exposed to their radiation,
although this is still opeu to some
question.
Of late years experiments have
been conducted which, if they are
to be trusted, reveal a distinct elec
tromotive power exercised by the
stars. Using a reflecting telescope
of two feet aperture to concentrate
the stars’ rays, and a sensitive elec
trometer to note tbeir influence, two
scientists of the Naval Observatory
at Washington believe that they
have been able not only to detect,
but to readily measure, the electro
motive force of both stars and
planets.
To Venus, for instance,, they as
cribe a force of about 17-100 of of a
volt, aud to Jupiter a force of at
least 3-100 of a volt. Io the case of
Jupiter only a part of the planet’s
light fell upon the electrometer, so
that the experimenters infer that
its entire electric influencé must be
much greater than that stated.
Sirius, which appears to us as the
brightest of the fixed stars, showed
a force amounting to 2-100 of a volt.
VITALITY O F SE E D S .

The persistent vitality of seeds
has often been noted, and, while
there is some doubt as to the re
liability of reports of wheat taken
from Egyptian graves of ancient
date germinating when planted,
many notable, if less wonderful, ex
amples of Nature’s preservation of
the life of seeds come to life from
time to time. One of the most note
worthy of these refers to seeds
taken from Fort Conger, about 490
miles from the Pole, by the Peary
party in 1899, having been exposed
in this northern climate for a period
of 16 years, their presence there
being the result of the Greeley ex
pedition of 1883. Packages of
lettuce aud radish seeds were
brought to the United States, and,
after a further period of six years,
were planted, and, while the lettuce
seed had lost its vitality, fully onebalf of the radish seeds germinated
and grew to maturity and perfecfection.

ROBERT E. LEE.

CROMWELL’S HORSES.

Some Characteristics of the Great Cen*
federate Leader.
“Unlike many of the leaders In the
Confederacy, Robert E. Lee had no pet
theory the maintenance of which re
quired him to cast his fortunes with
the south,” says Mrs. General Pickett
In her "Personal Memoirs of Robert
E. Lee” in Lippincott's. “A soldier by
birth and training, he had belonged to
the United States too long entirely to
have developed an allegiance to the
doctrine of state rights, though long
after the w ar he made the statement
that had not th at theory been taught
at West Point there would have been
no secession.
“Though invariably considerate to
his subordinates, Lee conld be drastic
and dictatorial when it became neces
sary, and if occasion required It he
could outrank the president Jefferson
Davis always claimed that be himself
was Intended for a soldier, not a presi
dent, and he was fond of being under
fire if he could not get behind the guns.
One day he came out on the field dur
ing a battle. Lee turned to him and
asked:
“ ‘Mr. P rsident am I in command
here/’
“ ‘Certainly,’ said Mr. Davis.
“ ‘Then, sir,’ Lee replied, T forbid
you to stand here under the enemy’s
guns. I order you off the field.*
“The president w ent
“One of Lee’s strongest characteris
tics was the grave immobility of his
face in times of the greatest stress of
feeling. Grant speaks of it in his ac
count,of the surrender.
“Meade and Lee were old friends,
and Immediately after the surrender
Meade called on him.
“ ‘Meade,’ said Lee, ‘the years are
telling on you too. Your hair is get
ting quite, gray.’
“ ‘That is not the work of years, Gen
eral Lee,’ Meade replied. ‘You are re
sponsible for my gray hairs.’ ”

An Accident That Befell the Protector
In Hyde Park.
“As Cromwell rose in power and rank
his love of horses began to be more
conspicuous,” says a writer in Black:
wood’s. “When he started from Lon
don in 1649 to reconquer Ireland he
went forth in that state and equipage
as the like hath hardly been seen, him
self in a coach with six gallant Flan
ders mares, reddish gray.” In 1655,
when the Spanish ambassador took his
leave of the lord protector, Cromwell
sent him “his own coach of six white
horses” to convey him to and from
Whitehall. “Certain it is,” adds the
narrator, “that none of the English
kings had ever any such.”
The protector was not much of a
whip, however. In 1654 the Count of
Oldenburg sent Cromwell a present of
six horses, and the protector’s anxiety
to make trial of their quality led to his
well known adventure in Hyde park.
On Friday, Sept 29, he went with Sec
retary Thurloe and some of his gentle
men to take air in the park, ordered
the six horses to be harnessed to his
coach,-put Thurloe inside of it and un
dertook to drive himself. “His high
ness,” said a letter from the Dutch
ambassador, “drove pretty handsomely
for some time, but at last, provoking
those horses too much with the whip,
they grew unruly, whereby his high
ness was flung out of the coach box
upon the ground. His foot getting
hold in the tackling, he was carried
away a good while in th at posture, but
at last he got his foot clear and so
came to escape. He was presently
brought home and let blood and after
some rest taken is now well again. The
secretary, being hurt on his ankle with
leaping out of the coach, hath been
forced to keep his chamber hitherto
and been unfit for any business.”
The royalist Scroggs, afterward chief
justice, writing of this incident, hoped
that the next fall would be from a cart
—hinting at the gallows. As to Crom
well’s views on the burning question
of horse racing it is difficult to arrive
at a positive conclusion. His constant
aim ‘was to possess as many good
horses as he could afford. Whether he
entered his horses for races or had
the satisfaction of owning a winner
history does not say.

GLASS IS PECULIAR.
It Has a Number of Curioua and Con
tradictory Qualities.
Glass is one of the most interesting
as well as one of the most peculiar
things in the world. It has curious
and contradictory qualities, and many
astonishing phenomena are connected
with i t Brittle and breakable as it is,
yet it exceeds almost all other bodies
in elasticity.
If two glass balls are made to strike
each other a t a given force, the recoil,
by virtue of their elasticity, will be
nearly equal to their original impetus.
Connected with its brittleness are some
very singular facts.
Take a hollow sphere with a hole
and stop the hole with the finger, so
as to prevent the external and internal
air from communicating, and the
sphere will fly to pieces by the mere
heat of the hand. Vessels made of
glass that have been suddenly cooled
possess the curious property of being
able to resist hard blows given to
them from without, but will be instant
ly shivered by a small particle of flint
dropped into their cavities.
This
property seems to depend upon the
comparative thickness of the bottom;
the thicker the bottom is the more cer
tainty of breakage by this experiment.
Some of these vessels, it is stated, have
resisted the stroke of a mallet given
with sufficient force to drive a nail
into wood, and heavy bodies, such as
musket balls, pieces of iron, bits of
wood, jasper, stone, etc., have been
cast into them from a height of two
or three feet without any effect, yet a
fragment of flint not larger than a pea
dropped from a height of three inches
has made them fly.
The Majority Are Right Eyed.
“Most right handed persons are als,
right eyed,” an oculist said. “Ol
course they can use their left eye just
as well as their right one, but they
think they cannot. For an instance,
in the navy or army recruiting sta
tions one of the examinations consists
of reading certain printed letters with
one eye closed. In almost every case
where the applicant is right handed
he will close his left eye first and give
the right the preference. And when
he comes to read with his left eye
alone it is more difficult. Now, if that
man’s eyes were to be examined by
an expert oculist both would probably
be equally strong, but the right handed
man always does most of his one
eyed work with his right eye.”—Kan
sas City Star.____________

A Calendar.
To the modern world a calendar is
merely a harmless necessary reminder
of weeks and days to be hung up on
New Year’s day and consulted in dat
ing letters throughout the year. I t has
too such mournful sound as “calendarium” had for the ancient Romans,
The original calendar of their times
was the money lender’s account book,
so called because interest was due
Mr. Buggins—“ Those children from
the debtor on the calends, or first
next door annoy me terribly.1’ Mrs. day of each month. Seneca speaks of
Buggins • - Oh, they might be calendar as a word invented outside
worse.” Mr. Buggins—“ Yes, there the course of nature on account of
might be more of them, I suppose.” human greed.
si

POINTED

PARAGRAPHS.

The only thing some people always
have ready is an excuse.
Almost any one can be induced to lie
if you ask enough questions.
The better you behave the better you
get along. It’s old, but it’s true.
A man nobody can quarrel with has
the life problem reasonably well solved.
Lack of opportunity has to ,stand as
an excuse for a lot of general shiftless
ness.
The trouble with some people lies in
the fact that they consider their faults
their misfortunes.
Are you among those who treat their
new acquaintances better than they
treat their old friends?
If a man has plenty of money to back
up a lot of fool notions, people call him
eccentric, but if he only has the notions
he is a crank.—Atchison Globe.
Tamed the Box Office Man.
A theater box office man whose seats
were all sold days ahead was turning
away disappointed patrons more than
gruffly when a man Who had watched
the process with glowing ire reached
the window. “Selling any more seats
this season?” he began. The ticket
seller answered with a stare. The ques
tion, quietly but firmly repeated, finally
received an affirmative answer. “Give
me two.” “When?” growled the seller,
recovering. “Any time,” said the man.
The seller was almost too crushed to
ask “Where?” “Anywhere,” replied
the man. “How much?” whispered the,
seller, his voice deserting him. “Any
price,” said the man. The tickets were
transferred in an awed silence, and the
line of purchasers that had overheard
smiled benevolently at the noticeably
tamed man in the cage.—New York
Post.
Antiquity of Proverbs.
Proverbs existed long before books.
In the earliest times they served as
the unwritten language of morality
and have been passed down through
the generations. In Africa there are
numerous quaint proverbs. Among
them are: “He who dives on dry land
will scarify his face,” “Two people
cannot sit down upon the point of the
same thorn at the same time.” In the
Transvaal the proverb, “Beware of a
silent man; he has a brass band In his
month,” is often heard.
Holmes on Shelley.
Shelley vaporized everything In his
glowing crucible, but there was gold at
the bottom of it. When I look a t him
spreading the starry wings of his fancy
over his chaotic philosophy he seems
like a seraph hovering over the un
fathomable chasm, whose blackness is
the abode of demons.—“Autocrat of the
B r s s k f f la / T « U la ” ’

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS.
—The 1907 class of the Keystone
State Normal School, at Kutztown,
will tour Philadelphia, Baltimore
TERMS — 91.00 PER YEAR
and Washington and make a call on
>t
IN ADVANCE.
::
the President.
—Stuart K. Landis has sued for
T h u rs d a y , M arch 7, '0 7
$10,000 damages the Curtis & Jones
Shoe Manufacturing Company, of
CHURCH SERVICES.
Reading, for the loss of his left
.Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Church,
Oaks, Perkiomen, Audubon. The Rev. T. P. hand.

¡THE INDEPENDENT

Post Card Surprise.

Postponed.

Wm. G. Zollers, of near Trappe,
recently received 75 post cards and
a number of handkerchiefs from his
friends in celebration of his birth
day anniversary. Mr. Zollers ex
tends thanks to all those who kind
ly remembered him.

The concert by the College Musi
cal Club in Bomberger Hall, adver
tised for the evening of March 9
has been postponed until April. All
tickets purchased will be good for
the future date to be announced
later.

Large Funeral.

Item s F rom T ra p p e .

The funeral of Prof. Oscar W.
Many people attended the fuueral
Hunsicker, of Upper Providence,
of
Joel H. Harley, Sunday. Revs.
Saturday, at Trinity Reformed
Enos
Tyson, Joseph Detwiler
church, this borough, was largely
Jacob
Conner, and
Frederick
attended by relatives and friends.
Bower,
officiated
at
the
services
at ■
Rev. F. C. Yost, D. D., assisted by
the
bouse.
Interment
was
made
at
Rev. Jesse Mack, officiated. The
the old Evangelical cemetery.
pall-bearers were A. T. Allebach
Barn Burned.
Brakem an Injured,
and Howard P, Tyson, of College-, , ^ r’ 8od Mrs’ James R - Weikel
Ege, rector. Sunday services: Union Church,
The
barn
on
the
premises
of
Oscar
ville; Elmer Gotwals and Elias Got- Vls'te<^ ^ r - an^ Mrs. John H.
—The
large
elk
that
roamed
over
Sunday
morning
Daniel
Low,
of
Audubon, 10.45 a. in., with Holy Communion
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. m., Carson ia Park is dead and the car Leedom, near Providence Square
Allentown, a brakeman onthePerki wals, of Yerkes; Prof. A. R. Bechtel Fet.terolf, of Philadelphia, Sunday.
With Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a. cass is now being mounted by a was destroyed by fire Monday night
Frank E. Schurch will remove
omen railroad, while moving a and John R. Bechtel, of Black Rock
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 3 p. m.
The
farming
implements
stored
in
this
month to the Brachhold farm,
Members
of
the
Pennsburg
school
switch near the siding extending to
Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Vested ohoir. Free taxidermist for the Reading Elks
the building were saved. There is the power plant, was struck on the board were present, and a beautiful in Skippack, and Mr. Brachhold
Sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid Home.
ing at Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for
no information as to the origin of head by the step of a freight car floral design came from the schools will take possession of the Schurch
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O.
—As a reimbursement for two the fire.
of Pennsburg
farm, an exchange of properties hav
and very painfully injured.
Evansburg M. E. Churoh* Kev. W. G. Steck hogs that were killed because they
ing been made.
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching, were bitten by a mad dog, the
It is estimated that one thousand
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser
Death of Henry S. Heisley.
At the Lutheran parsonage, Feb
C ontract Awarded to Build Trolley | people attended the funeral of Mrs
Treasurer of Berks County paid
vice, 7 p. m.
Line.
Henry S. Heisley, of Cumberland
Wm. Hildebeitel in Skippack, Sun ruary 28, by Rev. W. O. Fegely,
Calvin
W.
Blatt,
of
Centre
town
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeville, Rev.
county, died on Saturday, at the age
The Schuylkill Valley Traction I day. Revs. Henry Johnson and Mr. Royden Moyer and Miss
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun ship, $12.
Bessie Crocker, both of Norristown,
of 77. Deceased was a brother-in Company has awarded the contract Amos Bean officiated.
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and SeniorC.
were united in matrimony.
law
to
Reuben
Tyson,of
Ironbridge
for
the
building
of
the
trolley
line
E. at 7 p. m.
Milk Price.
Enos Tyson of Limerick. Mr extension from the Ringing Rocks
The report of Borough Treasurer
Burglars Busy in Norristown.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Kev.
The Executive Committee of the Tyson, of Ironbridge, attended the power house to the Swamp pike at
David
Reiner will appear in next
S L. Messinger, S. T. D., pastor. Sunday
The numerous burglaries per
Jerry Rhoads’ hotel, to the con petrated in Norristown the past few week’s I ndependent.
School at 9 a. m. Preaching every Sunday at Milk Shippers’ Union has fixed the funeral, held near William’s Grove
10 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Catechetical class on wholesale price of milk for March, on Tuesday.
tracting firm of Finn & Harris, of months have spurred Chief Roden
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rambo, of
Sunday at 2 p . m. Y . P. S. C. E. prayer meet 1907, at 4i cents per quart.
Philadelphia.
ing at 6.45 p. m. Bible Study meeting on
bough and his 13 patrolmen to vig Philadelphia, were in town on Sun
Wednesday evening at 7.30 o’olook. All are
Store Dam aged by Fire.
orous action, and it is understood day.
most cordially invited to attend the services ■
Appendicitis.
W hen th e Ice Moves.
Hydeman Brothers’ store, Main
that suspicion points so strangely
Ralph Wismer visited his parents
St. James’ Church, Lower Providence, Rev.
Isaiah Gouldy; Jr., son of Isaiah street, Norristown, was damaged
This is the gloomy prospect for to a local resident that an arrest in Reading, Sunday.
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.46 p. m. Eve Gouldy, of Skippack, is recovering by fire of unknown origin to the York county when the Sesquehanna may be made at any moment.
The
Town Council was organized on
ning service and sermon, 3. * Holy Com from an attack of appendicitis, with
extent
of
$12,000,
Saturday
after
thieving
has
been
of
rather
a
petty
ice
moves,
according
to
the
York
Monday evening by electing M. B.
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are
which he has been affected the past noon. The timely and excellent Gazette: Experts who have been nature, only money having been Schrack, President, Frank W.
cordially invited and weleome.
two
weeks.
service of the Norristown Fire De figuring on the ice on the Sesque generally taken. Even diamonds Shalkop, Clerk; A. H. Hendricks,
Trappe Circuit United Evangelical Church,
Rev. George R. Riffert, pastor. Trappe—
partment prevented much destruc hanna river say that there is now have been passed by or thrown Solicitor; David Reiner, Treasurer;
Preaching, 7.30 p.m . Sunday School, 2 p. m.
tion
of property.
approximately 7,000,000,000 pounds away on the premises. The most J. Vincent Poley, Surveyor; Street
Recovering.
Prayej meeting, 10 a. m. Limerick—Preach
ing, 10.80 a. in. Sunday School, 9.30 a . m C.
of ice on the Susquehanna river serious offense has been the assault Commissioner, Wm. Daub. The
Mrs. Eliza Koons, residing with
E , 7.30 p m. Come thou and all thy house and
Matrimony.
within Pennsylvania. This ice will of aged Mrs. Farringer, in the cel members elected to Council at the
Theo.
M.
Casselberry,
near
Ironworship thy God.
Miss Anna F. Stauffer, daughter lose approximately 1,000,000,000 lar of her home, Saturday morning. the February election are M. B.
bridge, is slowly recovering from a
severe attack of pneumonia and of Mr. and Mrs. Fred. Stauffer, of pounds, it is claimed by the same The fact that she wore a thick Schrack and Prof. J. K. Harley.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila
East Vincent, Chester county, was experts, before it begins to move woolen cap probably saved her life. Mr. Schrack is serving his second
delphia : 7 03, 7.46,11.30 a m., 6.05 p. m. Sun bronchitis.
day»—7.11 a. m., 6.23 p. m. For Allentown:
married on Wednesday of last week next week. Theo there will be over She was struck down from behind term as President.
7.45,11.02a. m., 3.22, 6.05 p. m. ?*undays—8.30
a. m.,7.39 p. m.
to
Amos L. Buck waiter, son of Mr. 6,000,000,000 pounds of ice to come and did not get a look at her assail
The tenth anniversary of the
E ntertains C lassm ates.
down the river and to gorge in the ant. At Dr. Honey man’s on West Luther League of the Lutheran
and
Mrs.
Frank
Buck
waiter,
of
Miss Florence Place, of Eagleville,
river within the confines of York Main street, the biggest haul was
a member of the class of 1910 at Upper Providence township, this county. • The movement of the great made—$150 in money' and a highly church will be held next Saturday
H om e a n d A b ro ad .
county.
Rev.
Maurice
Samson,
of
evening at 7.30. The special pro
Ursinus, entertained herclassmates
mass of ice on the Perkiomen may valued gold watch. A $500 diamond gram arranged for what promises
at a very delightful evening social, Spring City, tied the nuptial knot. result in much damage.
pin, however, was discarded. to be a very interesting event will
—After
Thursday evening. A most pleas
Bridgeport and Consbobocken have Delude excellent music od the large
Bitten By a Boar.
—Six weeks of frigid weather
ant time was spent by all the
been infested with the same sort of pipe organ by Mr. Godsball, organ
Transferring Real E state.
Samuel H. Detwiler, of near
—Even faint signs of Spring are “ B’reshies. ”
In investing in real estate, either robberies, and the police of these ist, and Prof. Weiser, of Pottstown;
Providence
Square, is confined to
welcomed, though
as
a buyer or a mortgagee, put the towns have heen as equally baffled. addresses by Rev. I. B. Kurtz, and
his bed from the effects of having
C rushed Stone Company
W. C. Stoerer, Esq., the President
—In advance of the reappearance
been severely bitten by a savage whole matter into the hands of the
A new company known as the
BOROUGH
MATTERS.
above ground of the g. h.
of
the National Luther League; duet
Norristown
Trust
Company,
who
boar. One of the tusks of the ani
Perkiomen Crushed Stone Company
by
Miss Pearl Strohl and Mrs.
will
examine
the
title,
and
only
pass
mal
penetrated
the
muscles
of
the
—Augustus Stetler, of Areola, i has been organized and work will
Newton Lafferty. The League as
TOWN COUNCIL REORGANIZED.
thigh to the depth of at least two the same when everything is found
suffering with paralysis.
be commenced next week on the.
an auxiliary to the church has been
to be perfectly clear. The pur
At a meeting of Town Council,
—Spring hats, latest styles, at erection of a breaker along the inches and produced a most painful chaser will receive a title policy
a
helpful organization. The coming
laceration. Dr. M. Y. Weber at
Tracey’s, 38 E. Main street, Norris siding of the Hancock Ice Company
guaranteeing the same. If there Friday evening, unfinished busi anniversary event will no doubt at
tends
Mr.
Detwiler.
town.
at Green Lane.
after any defects should be dis ness was transacted, the report of tract a large and appreciative
covered, the Trust company is re Borough Treasurer A. T. Allebach audience.
Contentment gives a crown
Firem en’s Supper and Bazar.
March Term of Crim inal
sponsible, and must save the pur was received, and the work of the
where fortune has denied it.—Ford
The attendance at the supper and chaser harmless. It is the only
Court.
Jo ttin g 's F rom Lim erick.
—The annual statement of the Di
bazar, in Firemen’s hall Satur Montgomery county company hav old councilmanic body, was at an
The March term of criminal court day evening, was encouraging and
rectors of the Poor will be found on
Undertaker B. F. Derr died on
end. On Monday evening the mem
convened at Norristown, Monday quite a number were served with ing a special corps of officers and bers of Council met and effected an Tuesday. At this writing no ar
page 4, this issue.
morning, with Judges Swartz and supper, while a lively business employes constantly engaged in this
rangements have been made for the
—There were 40 deaths and fou
work. The thirty-seven hundred organization, the new members be- funeral.
Weand
on
the
bench.
Six
petit
was
transacted
at
the
cake
and
can
births at the County Home last
jurors were absent and eleven were dy table and at the booths. A policies it has issued attest the ing John T. Ebert and Jerome
year.
Mrs. Lehman Brooke is very ill
excused. Judge Swartz congrat number of useful and fancy articles favor in which this line of work is Bordner. Dr. E. A. Krusen was with pneumonia.
held
by
the
public.
The
costs
are
—The Bringhurst Fund of Potts ulated the Grand Jury on the small were not disposed of. On Saturday
elected President; H. H. Rimby,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bean and
moderate and the service is com
town, issued 411 orders to poor trial list.
evening, March 16, the bazar will plete.
Clerk; A. T. Allebach, Treasurer; Frank H. Aocby have been ill with
families for coal last year.
be reopened for the sale of the re
John H. Dager, Surveyor; Jonathan the grip the past week.
Third Amputation.
maining stock on hand.
-—It is the property of a good man
Hoyer,
Street Commissioner; Cbas.
Michael Scheifley, of Sanatoga,
DEATHS.
to do great and good things, though
Harry Price, son of Dr. S. H.
died
on Monday.
Mrs. B. Redfield, formerly of this Essig, Lamplighter and Pole In
he risk everything by it.—Metillus. Price of this borough, underwent
Made Trim m ings for The First
On
evening last week one of the
borough, died at her home in Phila spector; Member of the Board of
P assen g er C oach.
Pottstown women have organ the third amputation of his arm at
wheels
of a trolley car broke, at a
delphia
last
week.
The
husband
Health, F. P. Faringer. The elec
ized to hold Sunday afternoon meet- Charity Hospital, Monday. Some
Mrs. Letitia Eagen, of Lancaster, and several children survive. Mrs, tion of a Solicitor was deferred. point along the private right of way.
ings for their sex, and have elected years ago Mr. Price sustained in who died recently at the age of 99, Redfield had been an invalid for
President Krusen made a brief ad Fortunately no one was injured,
Mrs. A. H. Shultz as their Presi juries to his arm, necessitating am was an adept at upholstering and some time.
dress
in which he thanked the mem^ and the damage was slight.
putation of the forearm. The second made the trimmings for the first
dent.
A. P. Fritz returned Friday even
bers of Council for the honor con
operation involved amputation above
There are many men so busy the elbow. The third required am passenger coach that traversed the
Mrs. Matilda Boyer Espenship, ferred upon him, and outlined some ing from a trip to Dayton, Ohio, and
old State Road, now the Penn wife of James K. Espenship, died of the more important work to be Pittsburg.
making money that they don’t have putation at the shoulder.
sylvania, and on which initial trip Friday morning at her residence in done during the ensuing year. He
time to do right.—Dallas News.
Wm. March and his son Albert
Governor Shunk was a passenger. Norristown. Two sons, a daughter, appointed the following Standing
visited
friends in Phoenixville, Sun
A fly wheel at the Beading
Squab Raising.
She was a descendant of the Hamil- and a brother, Hon. H. K. Boyer, Committees: Street and Road—G.
day.
Tube Works hurled Francis Mc
Squab raising on a large scale is tons and Jacobs, who founded Lan of Lower Providence, survive. The F. Clamer, Daniel Walt, Wm. Titus.
The janitor is not yet willing to
Donald, of Reading, 1000 feet, frac to be undertaken by seven citizens caster.
remains of the deceased were incin Finance—Wm. Titus, Jerome Bord believe that his-job will slip away.
turing his skull.
of Swatara township, Lebanon coun
erated at the Berman town crematory ner, Daniel Walt. Light—J. T.
Sunday afternoon B. T. Miller’s
PERSONAL.
on Tuesday.
“So, poor young Bjbnes is dead. ty, who have organized themselves
Ebert, Horace Koons, Wm. Titus.
horse
frightened at an automobile
How sad 1 He was so happy with into a corporation called the Par
Mrs. John Barrett entertained
The proceedings were not devoid
and
broke
the shafts of the carriage.
agon
Squab
Company
of
Swatara
for
his new wife.” “ Yes—He was in
Mary Ann Snyder, widow of the of animated diseussions, which
her aids at the fancy goods counter
heaven till he died.”—Cleveland this purpose. The company is cap at the Firemen’s bazar, Monday late Charles G. Snyder died Friday brought into play the argumentative The horse was controlled in time to
Leader.
italized at $30,000, and willestablish evening.
morning at the home of her daugh talent of those who participated prevent further damage.
Chas. Patton removed to this
George Livengood visited his ter, Mrs. Annie E. Longaker of this with much spirit in verbally analyz
- A Beading fish dealer is doing a large pigeon breeding plant at
place from Black Rock, Tuesday.
Swatara.
borough,
at
the
age
of
80
years,
9
ing
the
issues
raised.
Sundry
ob
parents,
of
near
Douglasville,
Sat
a thriving trade with eels purchased
months, and 22 days. Deceased servations indicated that the preReuben Nace removed from Fruiturday and Sunday.
by Berks countians because the
Awarded a Prize.
Harry Godsball is now employed leaves one daughter, Mrs. Long iminary program effected by the ville to Kline’s place last week.
skins are valued as cures for rheu
J. C. Wright, a Huntington mer at the Warwicks Iron Company’s aker, and one grand-daughter, Mrs. majority party members of Council
R. H. Linder man has recovered
matism.
Wilson Slonaker. The funeral was had been rather seriously fractured, from his illness and has resumed
chant and poultry fancier, has been works in Pottstown.
—The Pennsburg Town Hall is to awarded a prise by the Internation
held on Tuesday at lp .m ., all ser
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Fillman vices at the Lutheran cemetery, a condition which the minority his work at Royersford.
be enlarged and improved at the al Stock Company, of Indianapolis,
could hardly be expected to regard
Melcina Schlichter, of Philadel
joint expense of the borough and for the best egg record from 25 hens and family, of Pottstown, spent Sat Trappe; undertaker F. W. Shalkop with displeasure. However, it is phia,
is spending a few days with
urday and Sunday with Clayton in charge.
the Pennsburg Fire Company.
to be assumed that the councilmen her parents.
for 90 days. Wright’s 25 hens Miller and family.
will unite in a common purpose to
Paul Kline, visited his sister,
—A jury of view recommended a averaged 20 eggs a day for the peri
C. W. Rambo, the dry goods mer
Samuel Gotwals died at Charity well serve their constituents and Mrs. Zeller, in Philadelphia, Sun
$13,500 county county bridge over od named. A Florida poultry raiser chant of Pottstown, was in town on
day.
the Stony Creek at Markley street, reported the same record and was Tuesday, attending the funeral of Hospital, Norristown, on Sunday work together for the best interests
night,
aged
74
years.
The
funeral
The Supervisors of Limerick—
of
the
oorougb.
Along
this
line
awarded
half
the
$25
prize,
the
Norristown, last week.
will be held from the residence of they deserve and should receive the Messrs. Emanuel Seburr, Thomas
Huntington merchant getting the Mrs. Snyder.
B. Evans and Jacob Stierly—met at
—Two snow-white oppossums other half. ' Last March Mr.Mrs. A. C. Fetteroif, of Mont his sister Mrs. Mary Place, near encouragement of all our citizens.
Longaker’s hotel on Monday and
were shipped to Attorney Oliver Wright’s egg product from 110 hens Clare Heights, N. J., was the guest Mont Clare, on this Thursday at 2
effected an organization by electing
M. Wolff, of Beading, by his friend, amounted to 2038 eggs. He was of Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Fetteroif, o’clock p. m. Interment in MenMr. Seburr, President, and Mr.
Catarrh
Cannot
he
Cnred
George Please, of Oregon.
nonite cemetery, Yerkes; under
Sunday.
Evans, Secretary. T. D. Kline was
breeding twelve varieties
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they can appointed treasurer. D. B. LfnderMrs. Ammon Rimby is suffering taker J. L. Bechtel in charge.
not reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh Is man, Wm. Schutt and Lewis Hoff
—The store of Ellis Bamsey,
a blood or constitutional disease, and in or
with bronchitis.
under the Norristown police head
Sav-d Her Son’s Life.
Albert Pawling, aged 75 years, a der to cure it you must take internal reme were appointed road masters. ,
quarters, was robbed of three silver
Mrs. John Troutman, of near well known citizen of the county, dies. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken intern
The happiest mother in the llr.tle town of
ally, and acts directly on the blood and mu
watches one night last week.
Ava, Mo , is Mrs S Rappee Site writes : Black Rock, is recovering from a died Tuesday morning at his late cous surfaces. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is not a
H ow to Rem ain Young.
“One year ano my eou Was down with such prolonged illness.
quack medicine It was prescribed by
.
To
continue
young Id health and strength,
residence
near
Fairview
Village,
—Falling from a high ladder serious lune trouble that our i bysieian was
one of the best physicians in this country for
unable to help . tm ; when, by our drug
years, and is a regular prescription. It is do as Mrs. N. F. Rowan, McDonough, Ga-,
after
an
illness
of
several
weeks.
while adjusting electric wires at the gist's
advira I begin giving him Dr. King's
composed of the best tonics known, com did She B a y s : “Three bottles of Electric
Found at Last.
Pottstown Auditorium, Henry Al New Dfscov ry, and I soon noticed improve
bined with the best blood purifiers, acting Bittei s cured me of chronic liver and s'omI kept this treatment up for a f w
directly on the mucous surfaces. The per ach trouble, complicated w th such n un
J. A. Harman o f Ltzemore, West Va.,
Albert
Huffert,
of
Hummel's
Store,
bright, of Norristown, broke his ment.
weeks whe he was p riec ly we 1 He as says: ‘At last I ha e found t i e perfect pill
fect combination of the two ingredients is healthy condition of the blood that my skin
arm.
worked steadily sinre at cop nter work t at never ill appoint- m ; and for the bene fell into the Schuylkill river at what produces such wonderful results in turned red as flannel. I am now practically
Dr. King’s New iMsoovery saved his life.” fit t others afflicted with torpid liver and Reading, but Miss Luella E. Burns curing catarrh. Send for testimonials free. 20 years younger than belore 1 took Eicctiio
F .J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O. Bitters. I Can now do all my w .rk with
—Twenty-six Berks County town Guaranteed best cough and co d etire by J. chronic cousiipatlon. will s a y : take Dr.
ease and assist in my husband’s «tore. Guar
W. Culbert, druggl t 50c and $1.00. Trial King’.- New l.tte. Hills Guaranteed satls- heard his .cries and summoning
Sold by Druggists, 75 cents.
ships paid their road tax in cash.
anteed at J. W. CJulbert’s drug store, fr.ee
bottle free.
faetery. 25c a tJ. W Culbert, druggist.
help, fished him out.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation. 50 cents.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEW S, PUBLIC SALES, ETC.
iliBLIC SALK OF

trance to Mrs. Rambo’s residence, gloriously witn tlie name or Ms master, DUBUIU SAI.E OF
but the dog drove them off. They Pralino, the French for burned alm
FRESH COWS!
HEAVY HAULING
Ralph H u n sb e rg e r is slow ly con made an entrance at Mrs. Stoll’s onds.
Thursday! February 88.
cottage,
taking
a
valuable
pair
of
AND
LIVERY
OUTFIT!
OoYernor Stuart has re-appointed valescing.
eye-glasses. The thieves made an
gtmuel O. Dixon to- be state commisTHE ROMAN ANGARIA.
Will he sold at public sale on FRIDAY,
Charles Undercoffler of Philadel entrance in Jones Matteson’s part
MARCH 15, 1907, at Shepard’s Hotel.
,loner of health of Pennsylvania.
Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY,
of the Stoll cottage and Mr. Matte- Ancient Postal System That Came Collegeville, my entire heavy hauling and MARCH 8, 1907, at Perkiomen Bridge
W. A. G arrett was elected president phia spent the past week at home.
livery outfit, as follows : Four good work hotel, one car-load of fresh cows and close
son and son Earl pursued them for
Down From the Persians.
j the Seaboard Air Line railroad to
~ horses, all in good condition. No. springers. Also one stock bull. Gentle
Mrs. A. J. Ashenfelter is suffershort distance, when they lost
incceed Alfred W alter, deceased.
The carefully organized postal sys
1, black horse, 11 years old, men, I have selected a lot of choice cows;
track of them. They made an at tem of today is of course more com
James W. Ryan; former district at ng with a severe cold.
weighs 1400 lbs,; an excellent some of them are show cows for this sea
tempt to get in I. R. Weikel’s, Ben plete than the angaria of the ancient
worker and will work anywhere son of tbe year, and all of them are extra
torney of Schuylkill County, Pa., died
Visitors: Isaac Bean, of Linfield, Famous’ and Joe Radcliff’s. Driven Romans, yet their mail traveled with be is placed. No. 2, black horse, 11 years large milk and butter producers. Don’t
luddenly at Mahoney City, of heart
old, weighs 1300 lbs., sound, kind in all miss this opportunity. Every head will
Stanley Hunsicker and Mr. and from Oaks, they came down to considerable speed.
trouble.
harness, and will work anywhere ; also a be sold for the high dollar. Sale a t two
The Indiana legislature passed a Mrs. Kline of Philadelphia, Elmer Perkiomen, where they gained an
The system of angari, or couriers on ery good driver. No. 3, dark brown o’clock. Conditions by
F. H. BERNHISEL.
bill appropriating $5000 for a statue Detwiler, ef Lebanon, and Miss entrance into Groome’s and Harry horseback, was borrowed from thé Per mare, weighs 1300 or more, 9 years old, a
work and farm horse. No. 4, a L. H. Ingram, auct. H. H. Robison, clerk.
Campbell’s residence. They rum sians, who, according to Zenophon, had first-class
General Lew Wallace to be placed
gray
horse,
10
years
old,
weighs
1100
lbs.;
Nora Sherrick, of Norristown.
maged the house from cellar to gar- established it under Cyrus the Elder. first-clast worker and driver, and sound
)n Statuary Hall at Washington.
rpt, until a boarder happened to The Roman adaptation of it was the and kind. These horses are all fearless of p E B L IO SALE OF
Friday, March 1.
turn over in bed, when they got best system of transmitting letters all objects and must be as represented. 3
A seat on the New York Stock Ex
fallingtop buggies, D. M. Lane buggy,
E v a n sb u rg a n d V icinity. out. Two overcoats, two razors, among the ancient states. •
change was sold for $75,000.
FRESH COWS!
just out of shop, as good as new, with
Amy Rockhold, a former Virginia
All along the great Roman roads new xxx West Chester wheels, and will
Henry Young, who has been em shoes and coats, and they even stole
LOT
OF
SHOATS, PIGS, FAT HOGS1
Slave, aged 102 years, died at Piqua, O. ployed in a grocery store at Ambler, Stanley Groome’s pig (which he used houses were erected af a distance of last a life time; steel tire runabout, built
R. H. Grater; C. S. Caftrey runabout,
as a saving bank) with many de five or six miles from each other. At by
The Wisconsin senate defeated a
tire; the Caftrey buggy is conceded
posits in it. From here they vis- each of these stations forty horses rubber
hill to appropriate $25,000 for the is at borne at present.
to be the best in the market; very stylish
tod Walter Voorhees, who lives in were constantly kept, and by the help trapp, with new rubber tires; 2-sea ted Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY,
Jamestown exposition.
Miss Isabel Ballentine, of Wye- part
of the Dettra house. Mrs. of relays It was easy to travel a hun surrey, a well made wagon; 4-post rock- MARCH 11, 1907, a t Beckman’s Hotel,
The boiler of a locomotive on the
away, full leather top and lining and Trappe, one carload of fresh cows from
brook,
spent
Saturday
and
Sunday
Voorhees was aroused by a light dred miles In a day.
Michigan Central railroad exploded at
leather cushions; hack, in first-class con Clarion county. These cows are choice
under her sleeping-room door. She
Chicago, killed two trainmen and In with her parents.
These services were intended for the dition, and will carry 10 passengers, an and well bred, good sizes and shapes, and
excellent
back for a liveryman; one-horse big milk and butter producers, and all
called for help and John C. Dettra state only, It being imperative to se
juring one.
A measuring social will be held at came
wagon, as good as new and will will be sold for the high dollar. Also 50
After quarreling with his wife,
to the rescue, driving the cure the rapid interchange of official express
1000 lbs.; farm wagon in good con sboats and pigs, a few fat hogs, and a lot
Henry Gann, of near M t Holly, N. J., the Methodist church, Friday even- thieves off, giving them a farewell communications. In the time of Julius carry
dition, pole or log wagon, 2 carts, two of chickens. Sale at 2 o’clock, sharp.
swallowed strychnine, and died in
ng, March 15. A good program shot two different times, when they Caesar the system was so well or wheel scoops for grading work, platform Conditions by
GEO. W. DINGER.
made their exit. They skipped my ganized that of two letters the great spring wagon, as good as new, weighing W. Pierson, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
great agony.
has been prepared.
2200
lbs.,
with
movable
canvas
top,
and
The Kelly Coal company a t Dan
neighborhood, Harner, and our soldier wrote from Britain to Cicero at will carry 5 tons, built by Betz of Phila
Prof. Jagu and family, who have domicile, though they were heard Rome the one reached its destination delphia
ville, 111., with five shafts and an out
and is of thoroughly seasoned p U B L IU SALE OF
put of 2,000,000 tons annually, was spent the past winter in Philadel coming up the walk to the house, in twenty-six and the other in twen wood, all iron is forged and is of firstclass
workmanship;
platform spring
sold to a syndicate for $4,000,000.
phia, have returned to Evansburg and left the imprints in the snow ty-eight days.
wagon, weighs 1400 lbs. and will carry
Personal Property!
Saturday, March 2.
Private citizens had to trust to the 2J4
where they got over the fence.
tons, a very handy wagon; 2 sets of
The Y. M. C. A. building a t Utica, for the summer.
They used tallow dips, and they services of slaves, and it is not until double express harness of good make, 2 Will be sold at public sale on THU RSof cart harness, haud-sewed, one set DAY, MARCH 14, 1907, on my farm in
N. Y., was destroyed by fire, causing
Isaiah Detwiler, who has been left a trail of tallow wherever they the end of the third century that we sets
Gallagher; set of lead haruess, 5 sets Lower
Providence township, near Ridge
a loss of $150,000.
hear of the establishment of a postal by
went.
One
of
the
robbers
left
a
pair
light carriage harness, 2 sets of light pike, personal property consisting of 3
In attempting to save the life of his working in Norristown, came home of gloves behind at Voorhees. This system for private persons by the Em of
double harness, horse blankets, lap robes,
—
good work and driving horses, 15
son, John Nolls was struck and killed sick Monday afternoon.
was one of the cleverest bits of loot peror Diocletian, but how long this collars, whips; horse clipping machine,
cows—some fresh, a few - —
good as new, 2 sets of knives: new feed
hy a train at Chicago.
system
remained
history
does
not
say.
ing
of
a
neighborhood
for
some
time,
.springers, and others fat;
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Renninger
2 knives, first-class machine; Syra
Frank M. Mabry, a well-known bank
farm wagons, one with™ “ ■
The supply of horses and their main cutter,
and about all that can be said is
cuse plow, one-horse cultivator good as good haytwo
and
son,
of
Conshohocken,
spent
4-wheeled cart In good con
er, was sentenced to prison for five
there are snspicions, but that’s tenance were compulsory, and only the new, 2 barrels of vinegar, 2 large swinging dition, newbed;
roller,
horse rake, mow
years a t Waco, Texas, for embezzle Sunday with S. F. Keyser’s.
about all. Guns and pistols have emperor could grant exemption from signs, large lanterns, oil stove, shovels, ing machine, cornnew
cultivator, Syracuse
either. T h e word angaria therefore came picks, post spades, lot of 2-inch yellow plows, springtooth harrow, feed cutter,
ment.
been
brought
out
of
their
resting
Mrs. Mary Tru.cksess is on the
pine lumber, mortar boxes, 2 harness
George A. Fuller, m aster of the
places. So no one will shoot them to mean compulsory service In dis closets, pitcher pump, and lot of other cornsheller, 3-spring market wagon, milk
harness in variety, and everything
sick
list.
New York State Grange, dropped dead
selves and should an attempt be patching the royal mail.—Scrap Book. goods too numerous to mention. Sale at wagon,
that you can find on a well stocked farm.
one o’clock. Conditions by
at his home in Philadelphia, N. Y., of
again made to enter any place here
Also three geese, lot of milk cans, and
H. BOWER.
heart disease.
milk cooler. Everything will be sold, as I
abouts some one may suffer.
Flame and Wire Gauze.
D. Kratz, Auctioneer. George Vander- intend
FROM OAKS.
to rent the farm. Sale at 1 o’clock.
One fireman was seriously injured
To
Sir
Humphry
Davy
belongs
the
slice
and
Chas.
Vanderslice,
Clerks.
Miss Lily Campbell and Miss
Conditions by
and five others slightly hurt at a fire
March came io like a lamb, but Catherine
credit
of
discovering
that
the
flame
of
JAMES G. DETWILER.
Harner were visitors to
which destroyed a schoolhouse valued with frosty locks. The old saying
burning gas will not pass through wire
John G. Fetterolf, auctioneer.
Norristown,
Saturday.
OR MALE OR RENT,
f
at $175,000 a t Allegheny, Pa.
should March Come in like a lamb,
gauze having 784 meshes to the square
Late residence
lence of the undersigned,
Monday, March 4.
Mrs. Jack Bevan, of Pboenixville, inch. This contention may be tested by situate in the borough of Trappe. Apit will go out like a lion, is only say
Q R P H A N F COURT SAUE OF
William Giles, crippled son of
DR. ROYER
so. Thursday, the last day of the visited friends in Pinetown, Satur bringing a flame in contact with simi ply to
wealthy farmer, was shot by a b
weather record-breaker, February, day.
lar gauze, when it will be found that
glar a t his home, near Edinboro, I
REAL ESTATE
was cold in the early morning, the
or rent.
There was considerable of a blow the flame will not go through the
but will recover.
meshes. This is owing to the cooling
coldest we have had during the
Lot of three acres, one mile west of
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY !
In 17 days a $275,000 fund was rais month at this end of the line, the on the afternoon of Saturday— action of the wire, which tends to re Trappe. Apply to
MRS. C. E. LONGACRE,
ed in Indianapolis for a Y. M. C. A. mercury touching four degrees be March winds with lion tendencies. duce the temperature of the flame be
Estate of Henry R. Tyson, late of. Iron1537 Arch St., Norristown, Ph bridge, Perkiomen township, deceased.
Sunday was a typical March day,
building, and $40,000 out of $100,000 low zero. Saturday there was
low the ignition point, the unbumed gas
By order of the Orphans’ Court of Mont
and
Monday
a
winter’s
day.
for a Y. W. C. A. building.
passing harmlessly through. Of course
moderation of the atmosphere, and
gomery county, there will he sold at pub
o
r
r
e
n
t
.
Stepping from the way of a Reading there was every appearance of t
As the members of the Legisla if the gauze becomes overheated the
premises in Ironbridge, on
A fertile farm of 140 acres, near Oaks lic sale on the MARCH
flyer at Yardley, Pa., a man fell to the thaw.
7, 1907, a mes
March is classed with t ture owe their positions to reform, flame is able to get through.
Station, will be rented on shares. Good THURSDAY,
suage
and
three
tracts of land, as follows:
ice on the Delaware, 65 feet, and was spring month, but there is gener we may expect an avalanche of re
early pasture for 30 cows. Apply to .
Tract
No.
1.
Situated
on
the east side
crushed beyond recognition.
2-7.
M. I. DAVIS, Oaks, Pa
of the Perkiomen and Sumneytown turn
ally a mixture of winter’s cold and form from Harrisburg, and as the
Whisky Made of Old Barrels.
A thrld charge of forgery was lodg spring zephyrs throughout the base ball teams are emigrating to
pike, adjoining lands of Henry B. Hun
"The man is a grogger,” said the
sicker and Mahlon C. Wanner, and having
ed against Claude A. Marette, a Leb month. St. Patrick’s Day is some the South, there is every possibility food inspector. “He makes whisky out
ANTED.
a
front on tbe middle of said turnpike of
anon, Pa., life insurance agent, who is times a corker, and we are told you that spring will be here shortly and of old barrels. Grogging is a recogniz
About 600 bundles of cornfodder in 86 feet, and extending in depth to the
believed to have realized $10,000 by can’t expect much good weather un the Legislature will not adjourn un ed trade in some slums. You get hold good condition. State price delivered at Perkiomen Railroad Company’s land on
GEORGE WOELFEL.
tbe one side 176 feet 7 inches, and on the
forgeries.
til Easter has been passed. So til Senator Knox is declared the of old whisky barrels wherein spirits Yerkes.
other side 182 feet 6 inches, fronting on the
Tuesday, March 5.
choice
of
the
people
for
President.
have been maturing for years, and you
there is little to do but wait, wait
railroad company’s land 90 feet 6 inches.
Fire destroyed a block of business until the clouds roll by. We have If President Roosevelt desires to re pour into these barrels boiling hot wa
ANTEO.
The improvements on this tract consist of
Reformed
W
'
A
sexton
a
t
Trinity
houses at Danbury, Conn., causing
a two-and-one-balf-story brick
worried through January and Feb tain a feeling that he is almost as ter, and you wait a few days. The re Church, Collegeville. Apply to
dwelling bouse with slate roof,
loss of $125,000.
big a man as Washington, he will sult of your waiting is that the hot
CHAS. H. TYSON
ruary,
but
hope
March
will
help
us
and with cellar under the whole
Frank Furlong was electrocuted In out. We have had lots of rest still keep on refusing a third term. w ater turns to whisky. The wood of
or J. L. BECHTEL,
bouse; building is 22 feet front, 32
Sing Sing (N. Y.) prison for killing
2
14
.
Collegeville,
Pa
feet deep with an L-shaped attachment 16
which don’t pay.
John U. Francis, Jr., and Ben the old barrels, you see, is so saturated
his aunt in New York in 1904.
feet
by
14
feet; there are 4 rooms and hall
Groome were in the city the other with spirits that the hot water draws
on the first floor, 5 rooms and hall on the
The Central labor bodies of Nor “Absence of occupation is not rest;
eal esta te w a n ted .
out
enough
to
make
a
strong
grade
of
A
mind
quite
vacant
is
a
mind
distressed.’
day. Groome went down to see
folk, Portsmouth and Newport News,
Have buyers and l-enters waiting for second floor, and 4 rooms in attic. On the
red eye.”—New Orleans Tlme*-Demodesirable cheap country properties. Send lot is a brick stable 21 feet by 24 feet, 16
Va., will erect a labor hall at the So says Cowper, and it is the hard whether the colored individual ar crat.
in vourlist. No charge except I make a feet to the square, containing three horse
est kind of work to do nothing rested for having more coats than
Jamestown exposition.
stalls and entry, with irame wagon house
sale.
H. L. BECHTEL,
an
ordinary
representative
of
the
attached. There are also wood sheds,
Burglars forced an entrance into the more particularly when we have
10-18.
3227 Ridge Ave., Pbila., Pa. chicken
house, corncrib, fruit trees, grape
■tore of the Geller, Ward & Hasner been stirring around, in au effort to colored race has use for, and
N
THE
COURT
OF
COMMON
vines. Also two springs of neverfailing
Hardware Company, at S t Louis, and stir up our living. This is the best whether his overcoat was one of the
PLEAS for tbe County o f Mont
water,
which
is piped to the house. The
or rent.
kind of weather to catch cold, and number which was stolen from his
secured over $6000 worth of plunder.
gomery.
lot contains 58 square perches of land,
The
Cassaday
mansion
and
farm
near
Frank X. Fitzpatrick, a prominent the general complaint is bad colds. residence early Tuesday morning In the matter of the Charter of the Roy Trappe. 95 acres, fine land, new fencing, more or less.
Tract No. 2. Is lot No. 86 in the plan of
er’s Ford Baptist Church,, of the Bor splendid buildings. Trolley passes the
resident of Cambridge, Mass., was ar Lew Boyer, Ward Nichols, Harry
Samuel Detwiler, of the Forestry
Ironbridge, beginning in the middle of
ough
of
Royer’s
Ford.
property.
Part
rent
in
board,
if
tenant
so
Bare, have bad colds, and its oh Commission, is home for a few days
rested by government detectives on
Bridge street, a corner of land formerly of
Notice is hereby given that an Applica desires. Apply to
_
Jacob D. Young; thence by the same
complaint that he conspired to vio dear me, what a cold I got. Whether
1605 S. BROAD ST.,
tion will he made to the above Court on
The
Rev.
Mr.
Ballentine,
rector
late the Interstate Commerce regula the increased spots on the sun will
Philadelphia. northwest 110 feet 10 inches; thence north
Monday, April 1, 1907, at ten o’clock i
ward on tbe east side of Point Alley 20
Or to Mr; Bright Cassaday, on the place. feet
tions by sending lottery m atter from have any great effect on the temper of St. James’ Church, Evansburg m.. under the “Corporation Act of 1874,
wide, 214 feet to corner of lot No. 87;
will
preach
the
Lenten
sermou
in
of
the
Commonwealth
of
Pennsylvania
one state to another.
ature or not we will await future
thence eastward 200 feet to the west side
and the supplements thereto, and the Act
Paul’s
this
Friday
evening,
at
7.45
of Oaks street; thence along the same 226
Wednesray, March 6.
developments. The onion crop
April 14, 1905, for a certain amendment
feet to place of beginning, containing one
o’clock. A cordial invitation is ex: of
James R. Garfield took the oath of might suffer.
to the charter of the above named corpor nnH E
acre 2J£ perches, more or less.
tended to all, Seats free.
ation, in accordance with the provisions
office as secretary of the interior.
Nract No. 3. Adjoining No. 2 is town
John
Shull
moved
from
the
Perkiof
said
Act,
the
character
and
object
of
Jesse White was killed and another
lot No. 87,- on the west side of Oaks street,
Christian Miller has sold his prop which is to provide for the control of the
COLLEGEVILLE
omen
View
Farm
to
the
Weikel
226
feet northward from the middle of
man fatally wounded in a saloon fight
of the said corporation by the
mansion foot of Brower avenue, erty in Pinetown to a Mr. Peoples, property
Bridge street; thence at right angles with
lay members thereof.
at Nashville, Tenn.
and
will
come
on
this
side
of
the
Oaks street 200 feet to tbe east side of
The said petition is now on file in the
Thomas McCamant, formerly audl Thursday, and will become a citizen Perkiomen and build a bouse.
Point Alley; thenoe along same-northward
Prothonotary’s
office.
of
Perkiomentown.
171 feet to land of Enos Delwiler; thence
tor general of Pennsylvania, died
A. D. HALLMAN, Prothonotary.
Mr.
I.
R.
Weikel
is
a
grandpa.
A
hy tbe same northeast 298 feet to the west
Gertie Smith, youngest daughter
a complication of disease, aged
H.
L.
Shomo,
Solicitor.
side of Oaks street; thence along the same
of George Smith, received some new granddaughter in bis son’s
years.
southward 393 feet to the place of begin
Despondent over the death of his forty or more postal souvenirs on family.
ning, containing 1 acre 47 perches, more
P
A
Y
S
i
r
e
t
a
x
n
o
t
h
#:.
or less.
the
anniversary
of
her
seventh
adopted daughter, Frank Shoal drown
PhœCatherine Harner was
The members of the Perkiomen Val
There are no improvements on tracts
ed himself in the bathtub at his home birthday.
nixville, Monday.
ley Mutual Fire Insurance Company of TWO PUR CENT, on daily balances Nos. 2 and 3.
in Philadelphia.
Montgomery
county
are
hereby
notified
Tract No. 1 is subject to a mortgage of
exceeding: $200 ; subject to check.
John McBride, who tripped on a
that a tax was levied on March 1, 1907, of
$800.00, with interest due.
Richard O. Hoops, a student at Lake piece of carpet, falling on the arm
$1.50 on each one thousand dollars for THREE PER CENT, on all Savings
THE SUGAR PLUM.
Forest University, Chicago, is under of a chair, is improving. As he fell
which they are insured, to pay losses sus
PERSONAL PROPERTY.
Fund Accounts of $1 00 and upwards.
arrest, charged with robbery, over on his side it was supposed he
tained. Payments will be made to the
Also at the same time on tract above
■
the
Most
Ancient
Candy,
Antedat
it
collector or to the Secretary at his office
$5000 worth of jewelry having been fractured a riband received internal
Courteous and careful 1reatment accorded described as Number l, the following per
ing the Christian Era.
in Collegeville.
recovered.
sonal property belonging to the estate of
injuries. Right here we might add
Extract from Charter: And if any mem all patrons. Your favors solicited.
The most ancient kind of candy is the
Henry R. Tyson, deceased: 20 shares stock
ber
of
the
Company
shall
refuse
or
neglect
we o ld ’uns aren’t spring chickens. sugar plum. It was the invention of
Spring Garden Market Company, shed a t
PRODUCE QUOTATIONS
to
pay
his
or
her
assessment
within
40
Augustus Lutheran church, Trappe;,
See.
OFFICERS:
Julius Dragatus, a noted Roman baker days after the publication of tbe same, 20
walnut extension table, oak sideboard,
The Latest Closing Prices In the
cent, of the assessment will be added
A. D. f'ETTEROLF, P resident .
There is no news at Oaks, says »nd confectioner, who belonged to the per
large glass top, good as new; Borden
Principal Markets.
M. B. LINDERMAN, V ice-P resident .
family of Fablus. According to the thereto, and if payment be delayed for 50
steel range, No. 8-18-5, with shelf and pipe,
our
young
friend.
So
is
there
no
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR firm;
good as new; Little Giant stove and pipe,
W. D. RENNINGER, C ashier .
New York Herald, It was in 177 B. O. days longer, then his, her, or their policy
winter extras. $2.70 @2.90: Pennsylva barber there, and as the burglar that he made the great discovery which shall have become suspended until pay
good parlor heater and pipe, radiator, 7
DIRECTORS;
ment shall have been made.
nia roller, clear, $2.95 w 3.15; city who visited Green Tree, Oaks and
beds and bedding, 22 chairs, 8 washstands,
The 40 days’ time for payment of said
mills, fancy, $4.60@4.65. RYE FLOUR Perkiomeb, Monday night or quite for twenty centuries has done so much
10 rockers, 3 mirrors, 3 chamber sets, 4
M.
B.
Linderman,
A.
D.
Fetterolf,
tax
will
date
from
March
12,
1907.
■teady; per barrel, $3.65.
WHEAT
B. F. Steiner,
hat racks, 3 bed springs, 3 tables, 2 clocks,
damage to teeth.
H. T. Hunsicker,
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
A
.
O.
Landis,
steady; No. 2 Pennsylvania, red, 7716 early Tuesday morning, cleaned up
Horace
Place,
13 window shades, 17 yds. stair carpet, 31
These bonbons, called dragati, after
Dr. C. Q,. Hillegass,
F. J. Clamer,
@78c. CORN firm; No. 2 yellow, lo all the razors in the residences they
stair rods, 122 yds. matting, some of it
John U . Francis, Jr.
Dr. E. A Krusen, .
cal, 52%@53c. OATS steady; No. 2 entered, why a trip to Pboenixville their Inventor (dragees In French), re
never used; 95 yds. Ingrain carpet, 55 yds.
E.
S.
Moser,
W.
P.
Fenton.
white, clipped, 48% @ 49c.;
lower is the order of the day. The story mained the exclusive privilege of the
rag carpet, 14 cane-seat chairs, 2 hanging
P O L IT IC A L .
John D. Frantz,
I. S. Bucher,
grades, 17c. HAY steady: No. 1 timo of the thieves visit to this neighbor family of Fablus. But at the birth or
lamps, 10 picture frames, 1 case drawers,
I. T. Haldeman.
thy, large bales, $21. PORK steady;
1 chest, 1 bureau, 2 marbletop stands, 1
family, per barrel, $19.50. BEEF hood is the general topic. A bright marriage of one of that family a great J I O R COUNTY TREASURER,
sofa, old fashioned; 1 center table, 2
distribution
of
dragati
took
place
as
a
steady; beef hams, per barrel, $19. moonlight morning, with snow on
clothes racks, 1 dressing frame, 2 cots, 1
s t a t e n o t ic e .
POULTRY: Live steady; hens, 13 %c.;
sign of rejoicing. The custom is still
Estate of Charles C. Buckwalter, commode, hat and umbrella rack, 2 vases,
H
o
ra
c
e
P.
Keely,
old roosters, 9%c. Dressed steady; the ground, was chosen by this observed by many of the nobility of
late of Upper Providence township, Mont 5 rugs, towel racks, mattress, 40 lbs. car
choice fowls, 14c.; old roosters, 10c. bandetti to loot the residences of
gomery county, Pa., deceased. Letters of pet rags, 2 buffalo robes, empty lard cans,
SCHWENKSVILLE,
PA.
Subject
to
Re
Europe.
BUTTER firm; extra creamery, 36c. this peaceful community, but when
rules. Primary election, Satur administration having been granted to butcher’s cleaver, copper kettle, brass ket
The pastille is of far later origin, publican
EGGS firm; selected, 21@23c.; near disturbed in their work they got up
the undersigned, all persons indebted to tle, string sleigh bells, window screens, 5
3-7.
by, 19c.; southern. 16 @18c. POTA and away. Their description as far having been invented and introduced day, June 1, 1907.
said estate are requested to make immedi stone jugs, lot dishes, tinware, frying
TOES firm; 58@60c. per bushel.
ate payment, and those having claims pans, boilers and buckets, ice cream
. BALTIMORE—WHEAT easy; No. as size is concerned is, they were Into France by an Italian confectioner, p O R SHERIFF,
against the estate will present them with freezer, sink, 2 scales, one 300-lb. beam
2 spot, 79@79%c.; steamer No. 2 spot, large men with small feet. Might the Florentine, John Pastllla, a pro
scale, lawn swing, 6 lawn seats, 2 lawn
out delay to
73@73%c.; southern, 73@76%c. CORN have been Chinamen; but sizing tege of the Medicls. When Marla de’
MARY A. STIERLY, Administratrix, mowers, rope and tackle, ladder, wheel
steady; mixed spot, 50%@.50%c.;
C
h
a
rle
s
E.
S
w
a
rtz
,
barrow, large lemon tree, bears fruit; lot
Areola, Pa.
Medici married Henry IV. of France,
steamer, mixed, 48%@48%c.; south them up from a second-story win Pastilla accompanied his sovereign to OF JENKINTOWN Subject to Republi- Or her attorney, J. Whitaker Thompson, of flower pots, vinegar barrels, wagon
ern, ■48%@50%c. OATS firm; white, dow in the snow by moonlight, im
holster, shovels hoes, rakes, and lot other
Mont Clare, Pa.
1-8.
cau rules.
No. 2, 49% @50c.; No. 3, 48%@49c; agination may have something to do the French court, where his bonbons
goods too numerous to mention.
No. 4, 47@47%c.; mixed, No. 2, 47%@ with their stature. However, these ,had a tremendous vogue. Everybody
Sale of personal property to begin a t 1
♦8c.; No. 3, 46%@47c.; No. 4, 45%@
o’clock p. m. Sale of real estate a t 8
s
t
a
t
e
n
o
t
i
c
e
.
s t a t e n o t ic e .
♦6c. BUTTER firm; creamery sepera- fellows attempted entrance into wanted the Florentine’s pastilles, which
Estate of Mary Pollock, late of Up o’clock. Conditions will be made known
Estate of Susannah Force, late of per Providence township, Montgomery by
dalry prints, 20®21c. EGGS unsettled; twelve different residences. The were excellent. He made them with
HENRY T. HUNSICKER,
16c. BUTTER firm; creamery separa bold burglars had quite a large pile all kinds of flavors—chocolate, coffee, Upper Providence township, Montgomery county, deceased. Letters testamentary
Administrator of tbe Estate of
county, deceased. Letters of Administra on the above estate having been granted
tor extras, 33%c.; prints, 34@35c.;
Henry R. Tyson, deceased.
rose,
violet,
mint,
wine,
strawberry,
held, 25@26c.; Maryland and Pennsyl of clothing ready to take with them raspberry, vanilla, heliotrope and car tion on the above estate having been the undersigned, all persons indebted to Larzelere, Gibson and Fox, Attorneys.
granted the undersigned, all persons in said estate are requested to make immedi L. H. Ingram, auct. Geo. W. Yost, clerk.
vania dairy prints, 20@21c. EGGS un at William Davis’, residence, farmer
debted to said estate are requested to ate payment, and those having :, legal
settled; fancy Maryland and Pennsyl for M. I. Davis, when they were nation.
vania, 23c.; Virginia, 23c.; W est Vir
Burned almonds are purely of French make immediate payment, and those hav claims to present the same without delay
disturbed by Mr. Davis. They
ing legal claims to present the same with to
ginia, 23c.; southern, 21 @22c.
OR RENT.
JENNIE F. CARTER,
called at the tax collector’s head origin, owing their Inception to the glut out delay to
EMILY H. AULD,
95 ACRES with good buildings,
F
tony
of
a
certain
French
merchant
WARREN W. FORCE, Administrator.
Executrixes,
Live Stock Markets.
quarters, Joseph Umstead, but did
near
Port Providence Station on the
Port
Providence,
Pa.
One
day
Marshal
Duplessls-Pralln,
an
Phcenixville,
Pa.
Schuylkill
Division of tbe Pennsylvania
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards) not get a box of tacks; called at
Or
his
attorney,
J.
Whitaker
Thompson,
Or their attorney, H. H. GilkysoD, Pboe R. R. This farm is known as “Garden
CATTLE steady; choice, $5.70@6; John U. Francis S r.’s residence, old gourm et sent for Lassagne, who
Mont
Clare,
Pa.
1.24
nixville, Pa.; Henry I. Fox, Norristown, Spot,” and we believe it well worth the
Prime, $5.50@5.65. SHEEP steady;
had already invented many a tooth
inspection of any good man looking for a
Pa.
1-17
prime wethers $5.65@5.85; culls and but the dog frightened them off; some dainty, to concoct a new bonbon
farm to rent.
common. $2@S, lambs, $5@7.75; veal visited Miss Price’s home, who in
OR SAUK.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
calves, $8@8.50. HOGS slow; prime quired of them what do you men for him. Lassagne searched, reflected, JD A fine old-fashioned cherry desk,
J"^=» I f you have anything to
39 E. Main Street,
heavies, $7.30; mediums and heavy want around the house this time of combined, until finally he conceived a over 100 years old. Apply to
tell,
advertise
it
in
the
Independent
Norristown, Pa.
Yorkers, $7.40; light Yorkers, $7.45;
S. P. SPARE, Ironbridge, Pa.
night? They tried to gain an en delicious bonbon, which he KanHud
Digs, 7.35; roughs, $6®6.80.
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SHORT STORY AND MISCÈLLANY.
gowns jtnd pretty wearers, and in the
Joseph Martin E state.
center of them the portly figure and
Michael Pussel E state.
Morris
English E sta te ..
triumphant face of Mrs. BarringtonJohn Heimbach E state.
John
Hoffman
Sells. Beside her, immaculate in white
OF THE
Lying-in expenses „ and board
flannels, stood Burton Sturgis, a tall,
R osa Maugle
thin man with a commanding profile Directors of the Poor and of
»699 21
and dark hair lightly touched with
House of Employment
_
SALES.
gray.
Butter .................................................... »2.704 45
By Constane* D 'A rcy M ackay.
Milk and cream ...............................
49 46
FOR THE
“He’s just as I imagined he would
be,” murmured Marion, “even to the COUNTY OF
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cfcolera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.
MONTGOMERY fea«* ............. ............................
Copyright, 1906, by P. C. Eaatment.
126 35
little bored look that settles around his
E
r
a
s
...................................................
20
60
FOR 1906.
eyes and the quick way he has of
g?w«f .....................................................
864 00
Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box.
Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.
20
00
The Directors of the Poor and of the P1»« ..............
“My dear,” said Grace Seward as she throwing back his head.”
Tobacco ................................................
4 75
H
ouse
of
Em
ploym
ent
for
th
e
County
of
Every now and then a group of girls Montgomery, Pennsylvania, subm it the P otatoes ............................................. 185 45
FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT
crossed the wide hotel veranda, “who
Bread ....................................................
6 90
would drift up to her table with little follow ing statem ent of their expendi B
do yon think has come?"
eef
.......................................................
«6
51
tures and receipts for the year ending
Chickens .............................................
80 22
December 31, 1906.
Marlon Page looked up brightly from exclamations and thrills of iiu g h te r
116 00
The Directors have granted orders and Çprk .............................
the book she was reading. “The Ung “Oh, thank you, Miss Page! How cool made
paym
ents
as
follows:
and delicious! Oh, girls, isn’t Burton
Gum bQots .........................................
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Fit to Die.
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the drawing room, was a swirl of pink we was only all of us as fit to die as Isaiah
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The Mouse and
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CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,

-2 THE LEADING PLACE KAND RAINCOATS
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BISIGHT LENS.
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Patents

Scientific American.

MUNN Co.3e,Broadwa>'NewYork

Geo. W . Schweiker,

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY
oo I

A V ery Im portant M atter
For FARMERS to know is where to get the REST CHOFPIIiG done and
where to get a full line of the BEST FEED, such as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No.
1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc.,
etc., at the Lowest Cash Prices.
You will find it at

Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,
Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect. We will be
glad to see you, and supply your wants at short notice.
Respectfully,

P J. CLAMER.

— OF —

Title Insurance
- IN —

Montgomery County.
We have issued over 3700 policies.
We have accumulated information which
enables us to execute TITLE WORK with
unequaled accuracy and promptness.
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I am fully equipped at my New
Location, Ridge Pike, one-third
mile South of Perklomen Bridge,
to serve my old patrons and in
vite new ones to give me a trial.
All work guaranteed.
Carriages and Business
Wagons B uilt to O rder
a t Right Priees.
Now ready, for Spring Painting
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring
done in the shop. Horseshoeing
and General Repairing. Keystone
’Phone.
R. H. «RATER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Norristown Trust Co. YOST’S
DeKalb and Main S ts,

#

§I
I
I

m

RAILROAD HOUSE

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Good team s furnished prom ptly
a t reasonable priees.

Usually a lot of Second-hand
Vehicles on Hand for Sale
Cheap.
HOLD ON THERE!

YOST, JR.

TH E OLD STAND

W .H. GRISTOCK’S SONS

- 187S.

jjakery.

COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

FRANK W . SHALKOP,

Choice Bread

(Successor to John S. Kepler,)

AND

Undertaker <*Embalmer
TRAPPE, PA.

IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on band. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplving
Weddings and Parties.
82ju.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

THE ENTERPRISE

■»: MARBLE KS—AND—

iST’Will meet trains at all Stations. Oraer8 received by telephone or telegraph. 5-2
G

- r a n ite

" W

o r k s .

H. S. BRANDT, « Proprietor.
W alnut Street and Seventh
Ave., Royersford, Pa.

FIRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.

the b e s t h a r n e s s
MADE TO ORDER.
, .rull stock of harness supplies, saddles,
bridles, boots, blankets for summer and
e*,a''le brooms, combs, brushes, &c.
“BPAl RING OF H ARNE88 a specialty.
Also choice grade cigars. Special atten“on to box trade.

W . E. JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA

When in Norristown, Pa..
STOP AT THE

RAM BO HOUSE,
(Opposite Court House).
---- oOo----

We promptly obtain U, g, and Foreign

PATENTS

£51^” First-class Accommodations for Han
and Beast.

Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.

J8end model, sketch or pi oto oi invention for
t geereport on patentaMJlty. For free book,

fe S S rT R A D E -M R K S ™ "

P. K. Gable, Proprietor.
6 sia sise
W WW 1

[Opposite U. S. Patent Office
W A S H IN G T O N D. C.

SALE

-O V E R C O A T S -

NEW STOCK

C a k e s S pr in g H a t s !
JOHN H. CUSTER,

I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
undertaker of many years’ experience,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to
serve them.

Rings for Old and Young !

m
*

Advertise Yonr Sales in the
I ndependeut.

** G6e **

Upper Levels.

BARGAIN
8
§

L IV E R Y

HENRY
Be careful not to place your orders for
Building or other Lumber until we have had Both ’Phones.
a chance to estimate on your wants. We
are certain to give you entire satisfaction as
ss to the Lumber itself and its delivery.
We may save you a dollar or two, also.
Come and see us.
Established

they knew that each moment In the
THE STAGE KISS.
pit might mean death. Then a quick
plunge and they were in the darkness W ^at It Really Means R ather THm
of the mine. They felt their way in si
For EVERYBODY.
W h a t It Seems to Be.
lence for several minutes, then:
Stage kisses! No one but an act«»
“Are you frightened, Marian?” asked or an actress can fully appreciate w hat
Dick.
OF“ Beantifnl Silver and Ebony
“Yes,” said Marian, “but th at does they mean. The picture as presented
By HONORE WILLSIE.
Toilet Ware.
to the audience is very pretty, but the
not matter.”
A new tone in the soft voice puzzled vision which looms up before the eye*
ICopyright, 1906, by May McKeon.
Dick. It was as if a woman and not a of the poor player is something like
child had spoken. New thoughts were this:
On a Sunday afternoon Dick strolled crossing Dick Houston’s mind. If this
A face covered with a coating of cold
Our stock was never better, across the meadows beyond the town. little girl were five years older, if she cream, which has been powdered over
He had grown to love the swelling were educated, if she were not a min with a thick layer of pearl white o r
never brighter.
slope that stretched tip from the river er’s daughter, if— The slender fingers brunette powder, as the case may be.
to the mining sheds. For the first time lay very warmly and confidingly In his. On the cheeks are daubs of rouge,
he was beginning to think that his A soft, thick braid of hair touched his which at that close range in no pos
sible manner suggest, as they do to the
father’s taunt at the “leader of cotil face as Marian flung it back over her audience, the rosy cheeks of a country
shoulder. Dick smiled tenderly as he
lons” was to be productive’ of good; pictured the familiar little gesture.
lassie. Over the eyes is rubbed a
338 HIGH STREET,
that, combined with Alice Upham’s re
little dark blue powder to make them
“Keep
up
your
courage,”
he
said.
10- 11.
POTTSTOWN, PA. fusal, the taunt had forced him to see “There is no actual danger, you know, poetical. The underlids are heavily
life with a broader view.
except of a bad cold for you.” Not penciled, and a mark extends a quar
It was the mines that had worked daring to speak of his fear of fire ter of an inch from the eye at the
the change, the mines and Marian! damp, he added, “Let’s rest a mo end. This makes them larger. Upon
each separate lash is a bead of black
Considering that she was a miner’s or m ent”
“The darkness almost suffocates cosmetic, which has the effect of mak
phan, Richard Houston gave a large
ing them heavy and long. The cherry
amount of his thought to Marian. Con one,” half whispered Marian.
T h e R e c e n t
lips, which to the audience the hero ia
Some
strange
madness
was
possess
sidering that she “worked a bit for her
ing Richard Houston. Family tradi eager to press to his own, are to hi»
board” with Mrs. Lisbon, the miner’s tions, ideals, ambitions, were gone be distorted vision at such close range
wife with whom Dick boarded. Dick fore a whirlwind that swept his brain. only a gash of carmine painted into a
was having bad lapses of the Houston Still holding the soft hand, “Marian,” Cupid’s bow.
The actress sees before her a picture
pride. Still, as Dick said to himself, he «aid, “do you suppose that in a
there was not much danger of a man’s couple of years from now you could do even less attractive, for ten chances to
one the hero, in addition to his grease
making a fool of himself over a girl of more than ju st like me?”
was a great success, and sixteen.
“How much more?” asked a demure paint, wears a false mustache and 1»
also “smelly” with tobacco. The glare
On this particular Sunday, after a little voice beside him.
of the footlights tones down this con
the hundreds who re week
Dick
paused.
“Could
you
love
me?”
when the miner’s pick had been
“But I don’t know you a t all, and,” glomeration of paint, and at a distance
distasteful to him, Dick still more demurely, “somehow I never the faces are actually pretty, but ".non
ceived double value for particularly
had asked Marian to walk with him. planned to love a miner.”
close inspection they resemble n Thing
their dollars, as well as At first she had hesitated; then she Dick flushed in the darkness. “Per more than a very bad oil painting out
bad refused, looking up into his face haps by th at time I shall be something of focus.
those who failed to take with a little smile that,’ even though more than a miner, for—for you have Taken from this viewpoint, so:: *
she was only a child, he had come to grown to be a great deal to me, little the very impassioned kisses feu . I
in plays require no little self sacrifice
advantage of the special watch and work for—a smile th at curl girl.”
ed delicate, deep red lips back over
“Did you ever know,” went on the on the part of the players.—H arriet
teeth, a smile that lightened girlish voice, “th at if a grownup girl Quimby in Leslie’s Weekly.
opportunity offered them perfect
up the wistful little face to dazzling were to wear her hair in a braid down
w ill note that many loveliness. As she slipped from the her back and shortish skirts even a
A UNIQUE CRITICISM.
room Dick watched the lithe figure and very grownup girl would look like a
wonderful braid of hair that swept child r
striking bargains yet re the
T he Shout T h a t Made Remington's In 
her back.
Dick felt somewhat dazed. “But
dian Open His Mouth.
“If
she
were
five
years
older”—
But
main in the left - over the sentence remained unfinished as why should she do that?”
Frederic Remington’« studio was
“Oh, so the men wouldn’t bother | quiet. A stillness that betokens work
he filled his pipe and started on his her,”
stock of
. pervaded the atmosphere, and the art
solitary tramp. He walked for hours, r More and more bewildered was Dick, ist, working away at his canvas, “The
yet one clear purpose remained to him. i Spirit of War,” silently laid on his
I “Marian,” he whispered, “do you love I colors of the scorching sun, and an In
me?”
dian chief, raised in his stirrups, shout1 Then the cold, the darkness and the ■ ing to his brttves, inspiring them with
■fear of the fire damp were forgotten I courage for the fight.
as Dick felt acquiescence in the yield
Remington had not heard a knock
-A N D ing fingers. Bnt only for a moment. 1 at the studio door or the entrance of
i “Please, please,” trembled the girlish an unannounced guest. Nor did he
voice, “let’s first get out of this awful realize that two sharp eyes were scan
place!”
ning his work with that critical exam
Head and heart In a turmoil, Dick ination characteristic of the man who
started on. Almost immediately his “knows art.”
Suddenly there burst from the visitor
outstretched hands found the gallery
To miss this extension
barred. They had followed a blind lev such a shout as any Indian chief
el! Back again, stumbling and weary, would have been proud of.
Another and another shout e- 'ioed
of opportunity will be
with the fire damp ■rendering them
dazed and short of breath; then, along through the studio. Remington, start
the ldft hand level, on and on, until ing back, dropped his brushes and pal
missing real values at
almost discouraged. Suddenly Dick ette and turned in the direction of the
stumbled and fell on his hands and thundering voice.
about half price.
“Ah, bah! My boy, open his mouth.
knees. Marian gave a cry of dismay,
but Dick uttered a joyful shout. “The Make him shout. Make him look it.
track, Marian! We are out of the old Open his mouth. So—so.” And the
workings and we’ll be at the surface in stranger gave vent to two more shouts
fit for the plains.
a few minutes!”
It was Gerome,' and this was his
It was indeed but a short time more
-O F before the two stepped from the cage method of expression in this special
into the velvet dusk of the fall night. case. Remington, in accordance with
The stars gleamed softly overhead; the his advice, “opened his mouth.” and
smell of dew wet meadows blew across as a result, instead of the slightly
their faces. The two stopped before be parted lips, there is a face so full of
ginning their walk up the street to the enthusiasm, so expressive of a great
cottage.
heartfelt throb giving vent to a cheer,
SUDDENLY JACK STUMBLED AND FELL ON
that when one sees the picture he is
“Whew!
That’s
the
hardest
job
I’ve
HIS HANDS AND KNEES.
Latest styles, best qual
had since football days,” said Dick un prompted to the action of Gerome.
and it was late twilight when he again thinkingly.
who made probably the most unique
ities, lowest prices, at the crossed the meadows near the mines. Marian looked up into his face. “Are criticism
ever given on one of Rem
It was a lonely spot, so Dick was sur you a college man ?”
ington’s best pictures.—Scrap Book.
greatest centre for hu prised as he heard a voice:
. “Yes,” said Dick. ■
Mr. Houston!”
“Are you any relation to the Houston
Im partial Criticism.
man headgear in Mont “Oh,
“Yes, Marian.”
who owns these mines?”
A well known salesman entered a
“Oh, I am so glad! Mrs. Lisbon and
“His son. I came to learn the busi west end conservatory the other after
gomery county.
I have been worrying about you.” ness from the pick up, as he did. But,” noon on business. A girl was playing
Then, walking beside him with a dis
he took the soft face between his a piano in an adjoining room. Sud
tractingly confiding air: “Ever since hands, “that need make no difference, denly
she
began
Mendelssohn's
you and Jim Lisbon took such a stand need It?”
| “Spring Song,” and the teacher con
against the strike some of the toughs
Marian’s reply seemed at first irrele versing with the salesman paused to
down at the end of the village have vant. “I wrote a story of a coal miner. listen.
been making threats. Mrs. Lisbon The editor liked it so well that he ask- i “Can’t you stop that noise until I
PO TT STO W N , PA.
went to find Jim, and I got to worry ed me for another Chapter. I wanted explain this to you?” broke in the man
ing and came opt to find you.” '
good material and—and so—I really of business, who seemed to be a privi
“Steady, now, steady,” said Dick to live in Boston.”
leged character.
himself. “Remember that she is noth
Dick looked about him hastily. Then i “That girl will be a great musician
ing but a miner’s little girl.” Then the little figure was almost lifted into some day,” replied the unruffled teach
aloud: “Well, now, that is mighty good his arms, while the great braid tangled er. “She is naturally talented. Just
of you, but there isn’t a bit of danger. in his fingers. “But I thought—I loved listen.”
I—great heavens!”
you when you were a sixteen-year-old | “I don’t agree with you.” snapped
They were enveloped in an unbreath- miner’s daughter!” he whispered.
the salesman. “She plays too fast and
able cloud of d u st There was a dull,
“But, sir, if you really must know, I too loud. Who is she?”
muffled rumble, a little scream from am twenty-two!”
“Your daughter.” returned the teach
Marian, then silence.
'“Then we will only wait for you to er.—St. Louis Republic.
“Marian!” called Dick as he strug put up that braid.” And Dick laughed ;
gled to rise. Marian rose to her knees, like a boy.
A Mind Reader.
struggling and gasping for breath.
One night at a court ball in the
—AND—
“The ground caved Into a gallery. - 1
A Crazy Man’s Invention.
Tuileries Napoleon III. was so atten
have heard of it often.”
A famous New York alienist visited tive to a beautiful young woman as
“Are you hurt?” asked Dick.
an insane asylum, where one of the in to excite comment among the other
“I—I think not.”
mates said to him; “I have Invented a women. At last, in response to a direct
Dick was now on his feet and pulled patent fly catcher. Greatest thing in the tribute to her beauty, she said:
the girl up beside him. Then he took world. Here, I’ll show you how It
“Ah. but your majesty compliments
out his match safe and scratched three works.” The man took a sheet of me too much!”
or four matches in rapid succession. paper and drew a birdcage. “That.”
“How remarkable.” he replied with
They were in a pit formed by the he said, “is a parrot’s cage—Just a a twinkle In his eye. “that you should
sinking of the meadow into a mining common cage—but you observe that on say just what every other woman here
level that had run too close to the sur this side there is a door with a heavy is thinking!"
face. The pit was but half a dozen Iron knob and that there is another
feet wide, but it was many times that door on the other side, also with a
POTTSTOW N, PEN N ’A.
Only One Objection.
to the fleid above. Dick dropped the heavy iron knob. Now, you see, you
Some sage said that “life would be
Designs and Estim ates F urn match he held. “I won’t light any take this parrot’s cage and put it on a tolerable if it were not for its amuse
Siore for awhile. We may need them pedestal fourteen feet high, the pedes ments.” Many people give most cor
ished Free oi Charge.
later.”
tal standing on a marble slab. Then I dial assent to this dictum. No ob’ec“Let’s call,” said Marian.
place a ladder on this side, reaching tion can justly be made to It except
Dick gave a few lusty shouts, but up to one door, and a ladder on the that It is not true.—London Saturday
ECZEMA and PILE CURE silence
seemed deeper than ever as he other, side, leading to (he other door. Review.
T’R K E Knowing what it was to suffer
I will give FREE of CHARGE paused. A small hand crept into’ his, This is how It works: The unsuspect
to any afflicted a positive cure for Eczema, and his fingers closed warmly about it. ing fly comes along and climbs up the
Had to Do It.
Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Piles and Skin
“I think I am frightened.” half whis ladder on this side. It opens the door
Mrs. Tnrnbvyl—It’s too bad your hus
Diseases. Instant relied. Don’t suffer pered Marian.
by means of the Iron knob, walks band cut off his flowing board. Mrs.
longer. Write F. W. WILLIAMS, 400
He chafed the slender fingers. It’s . through the cage and opens the door Crimple—Yes. he had to Co It. I 'a v e
Manhattan avenue, New York. Enclose
Stamp.
useless to try to climb this soft clay.” on the other side. Then it starts down him a diamond scarfpin for a birthday
A mass of debris slid to their feet. the other ladder. That’s where we present.
o b b i s t o w n
hebald
“We’ve got to get out of this. He
B O O K BINDEBY. Binding, scratched a match, then’ gave a quick catch him!” the Inventor continued ex
Death is a friend of ours, and he
citedly. “That’s where the invention
Job Ruling, Perlorating, Paging, Number
ing, Blank Books for Banks and Business exclamation. “Marian, there is a level Is. That’s where I shall get my money. that is not ready to entertain him Is
Houses, given special attention. Magazines opening!” He paused. Through both You see, the fourth rung is missing in not at home.—Bacon.
bound and repairing done quickly and their minds flashed a picture of th e this second ladder, but the fl.v doesn’t
cheaply. Estimates cheerfully furnished. dangers that would attend any at
know it, and he falls on the marble
The idle always have half a mind to
**ddress
tempt to escape through the tnine. Yet .slab and breaks his neck.”
do something.
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.

Kerper dc Custer, Jewelers

EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

Originators

Watches and Diamonds
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R. M. R O O T ,

HORACE STORB
M arble

Granite
W o rk s,
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EDITORIAL COMMENTS.

T h e In d e p e n d e n t

T he disposition on the part of men prom

inent in the -public eye, and influential, to
drift away from the moorings of the Consti
tution of the United States, is one of the dan
PU B L IS H E D EVERY THURSDAY .
gerous signs of the times. If fundamental
COLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY CO. PA. law, tested and tried for a century and not
found wanting in any essential particular, is
to be overriden by indiscriminate reasoning
E. S. M oser, E d ito r a n d P ro p rie to r.
and mere clamor, then indeed will çur form
of government prove exceedingly unstable
Thursday, March 7, 1907.
and defective.

SENATORSPOONER
WILL RETIRE
Wisconsin Man Sends Resignation to
Gov. Davidson.
WILL RESUME LAW PRACTICE
Washington, March 4. — Senator
Spooner has written a letter to Govirnor Davidson, of Wisconsin, tender
ing his resignaUon as a senator of

« « « ! « « [

All you have.to do to share in the advantages of our
great FREE offer is to come to the store and purchase ONE
DOLLAR’S WORTH in any department, secure from the
sales person a COUPON, then take the coupon, with a good,
clear photograph to Prof. Locy, in the store, and he will
make you a portrait-size photograph enlarged by the firm’s
process, finished like a free hand pastel. No obligation to
buy frames.

T he Ship Subsidy bill has been put to
ON the first Saturday in June the new
sleep. Let it be hoped that it will never g et primary elections law will go into effect as to
awake.
the nomination of the Republican and Demo

cratic candidates for county offices.

The

T he Fifty-ninth Congress was declared county nominating conventions are of the

adjourned sine die by Speaker Cannon and past. At the primary elections the voters of
Vice President Fairbanks at noon, Monday. both parties‘will vote directly in favor of the
nomination of the candidates of their choice.
T he appropriation bill before the House And there will be some lively voting done,
a t Harrisburg at this writing increases the especially by the rank and file Republicans of
sum now appropriated to the school system Montgomery county, on the first Saturday’ in
June, 1907.
of the State from $11,000.000 to $13,000,000.
S enator E lkins says the railroads are

not over-capitalized. But, says the Baltimore
Sun, “if the water was squeezed out of such
sbx?ks, a lot of railroad magnates would be
drowned.”
F rom the Kansas City Journal: “ We are
not afraid of Japan, of course. Still if it
hadn’t been for that Russian-Japanese war
we wouldn’t have bothered our heads about
whether Japan liked San Francisco’s be
havior or not.”
T eresa B ill Ington , one of the boldest
and most aggressive of London’s “suffrag
ettes,” was married on February 9 to F red
erick Greig, a Glasgow Scot, who is manager
of a billiard saloon. In the marriage certifi
cate the bride is described as a “woman’s
suffrage organizer.”
Governor S tuart has wisely reap
pointed Dr. Samuel G. Dixon as State Health
Commissioner. Dr. Dixon, who is president
of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural
Sciences, has been Commissioner since the
Health Department was established, two years
ago. He has demonstrated bis entire ability
to discharge the affairs of bis office, and has
hewn to the line of duty with rare devotion,
under many trying circumstances.
T he Philadelphia Record expresses the
opinion that “there is no hope of electing a
Democratic President in 1908 that is not con
ditioned upon the expectation of solid support
from the solid South.” And the “solid sup
port of the solid South” will not constitute a
very strong “expectation” as to success un
less a candidate like Judge George Gray, of
Delaware, be named by the Democratic
National Convention,
T he political cards of Dr. H. P. Keely,

of Schwenksville, Republican candidate for
County Treasurer, and of »Charles E. Swartz,
of Jenkintown, Republican candidate for
Sheriff, appear in this issue of the I ndepen 
dent . Both are prominent and popular citi
zens of their respective communities, and the
influence they will exert in their efforts to
win the nominations they seek will have to be
seriously reckoned with by their opponents.
A j u r y has decided in favor of the con
struction, at the expense of the county, of a
bridge over the Stony Creek at Markley
street, Norristown. A number of witnesses
testified that the bridge was a necessity.
O ther witnesses will testify that other
bridges are needed in certain sections of the
county, and the Commissioners will be re
quired to decide just where such structures
are most urgently needed, and act accord
ingly.
U nder the bill passed finally without the
amendment of the Senate Committee on Fir

nance every farmer in the country (and every
body else) can set up his free still for the
manufacture of denatured alcohol without
superintendence of the Government. All that
he has.to do is to provide a still—not costing,
it is stated, more than $150—and limit his
output to 100 gallons or léss per day. The
liquor as it goes through the process of dis
tillation is carried in a tube to a locked steel
tank of ç’bieh a Government agent carries
the key. The tank is then sent where the
contents can be converted into denatured
alcohol for manufacturing and illuminating
purposes.

I t would indeed be worth while for edu
cators, who have to do with the instruction of
the young men and women of the United
States, to devote special and considerable at
tention to the im portant m atter of riveting
clear and simple definitions as to the princi
ples of government upon the minds of their
pupils. There continues to be much vague,
incoherent, and loose thinking extant, and
until there is a wider and more complete dis
semination of knowledge as to the ways and
means involved in good, sane, and just govern
ment, popular fallacies will work injurious
effects upon those least able to bear them.
T he people of London, England, have

wearied of and repudiated municipal owner
ship and municipal trading, after an experi
ment covering a period of eighteen years. At
the election of city officials recently the
socialist and labor element met with dis
astrous defeat. In the course of time it will
perhaps become quite clear to the popular
mind that it is not one of the functions of the
best form of government to do that which
most naturally should be done by individuals,
singly or collectively, in their efforts to ob
tain a livelihood. The paramount function of
stable governm entisto impfertially protect in
dividuals in their just rights and belongings;
not to attem pt to arbitrarily and artificially
usurp the power derived from the people by
undertaking to attend to the people’s
business.
A ttention , Senator Roberts: Your re

cent contribution to a public journal, in which
you recognize the imposition of an unjust
burden upon candidates for local offices by
reason of the Corrupt Practices act, and in
which you promise to introduce an amend
ment that will relieve certain candidates from
senseless annoyance, inconvenience and ex
pense, is to be commended. Your amendment
should include in its exemptions all candi
dates for township and borough offices, in the
opinion of the editor. As to your change of
base in relation to the two-eents-per-mile rail
way passenger fare, you are liable to get into
deep water. If it is within the rightful con
stitutional scope of the Legislature of Penn
sylvania to prescribe a rate of fare for the
Steam Railway Companies, it will be within
the power of the lawmaking body to do some
other things, if the Companies retaliate upon
the traveling public by refusing frequent
patrons the usual fare reductions. However,
Senator, the present, serious proposition that
confronts you is this': Some time ago you
promised the voters of Montgomery county
that, if re-elected to' your present position,
you would support a measure requiring the
Railroad Companies to reduce the maximum
passenger rate from three to two cents per
mile. Now, if the editor is correctly in
formed, you favor a rate of 2£ cents per mile.
If you persist along this line, how are you
going to square yourself with your constitu
ents? Senator, the proposition and interro
gatory are not stated in any spirit of unkind
ness on the part of the editor.
T he case of the girlwhododged the gates
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New Spring- Dress Goods
ARE ARRIVING. On hand the latest Bates Seersucker,
Gingham, and a beautiful line of Percales, light and'dark
colors. Early showing of WHITE SHIRTWAISTS.
Se n a t o r

j o h n o. s p o o l e r o f

Wis c o n s in .

the United States, to take effect May
1 next. The letter was dated Satur
day, but the fact that such a letter
had been written or that Mr. Spooner
contemplated resigning did not become
known in the senate until late Sun
day, when it created great surprise,
and the Wisconsin senator at once
N O R Q I S T O W /V. p / \ ■
found himself the subject of many
anxious Inquiries. To all he replied
that his mind was fully made up. He
had found, he said, that to continue
in his present position would require
The Original BORNEMAN
a sacrifice on his part th at he could
not justify himself in making. In re
sag
ply to questions, he said he would re
sume the practice of the law, but de
clined to say whether he would be
---- NOW o p e n a t ----located In Wisconsin. He did say,
however, th at he would continue to
be a citizen of that state as long as
he lives.
Vice President Fairbanks was one
N O R R I S T O W N , lELA..
of the few public men to be made ac
FIR8T-CLA8S
PLATE
WORK A SPECIALTY.
THE BEST 8ERVICE GUARANquainted with Mr. Spooner’s plans be
TEED. I WILL BE GLAD TO MEET AND WELL SERVE
fore he wrote his letter. The knowl
OLD AND NEW PATRON8.
edge came to him through the perso
1018-1y
S . s. BOK N E M A N , D . D. S.
nal confidence of the senator, but the
latter made no official communication
on the subject to either the senate or
its presiding officer. The law does
not require th at a resigning senator
should do more than Mr. Spooner has
done, but some senators who have re
Men, Young Men’s, Boys’ and Children’s.
signed have given notice to the sen
Prices never before equalled In this town. Must close out
ate. Mr. Spooner served 16 years In
the senate.
stock o f all heavy weight goods.

S S r e n d li n g e r ’s.
D ental
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CHILD DISAPPEARS

9* Bargains in A ll the Lin««.

Father Believes 4-Year-Old Son Was
Kidnapped.
Wilmington, Del., March 6.—The 4year-old boy of; Dr. H. W. Marvin, re
cently of Sioux City, Iowa, disappeared
from home and has not been found.
Kidnapping is suspected.
Dr. Marvin recently purchased a
farm near Kittshammock, on the bay
shore, eight miles from Dover, and
moved there on Saturday.
It was
while the family were working in the
house, setting things to rights, th at the
boy, who was playing around a hay
stack nearby, disappeared. The clos
est search of the neighborhood ever
since has failed to reveal the slight
est indication of the missing lad.
Attorney General Richards has been
notified, and State Detective Hawkins
went down to join in the search. Dr.
Marvin bought, the farm for the pur
pose of engaging in stock breeding. 10-11.
He knows of nothing, beyond a hope
of gain, which would induce anyone
to strike him such a blow as the steal
ing of his child.

SAMUEL^} CRAWFORD,

Female Operator Crushed to Death In
Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, Pa., March 4.—Martha
Peterman, an elevator operator at the
Y. M. C. A. building in this city, was
crushed to death by the lift she was
running. She had run the elevator
up to the eighth floor, where she left
it standing while she went to break
fast. The elevator had dropped sev
eral feet below the floor when she re
turned. Miss Peterman law down on
the floor to reach the controller and
run the lift back to the floor level. In
doing so she turned the lever tfie
wrong way and the car descended,
crushing her head. This is the first
fatal accident to a female elevator
operator ever reported in the city.
REVIVE

WHIPPING

SPRING STYLES HATS
Largest Stock in Montgomery County to
Select From.
•

Soft Hate, 50c. to $3.00.
Stiff Hats, $1.00 to $3.00.
Our Hats are sold by all stores In this section. ASK FOR THEM.

T ra c e y , : th e Hatter,
38 2 . Main S treet, Norristown* Pa.

F O R

THE-—

KILLED IN ELEVATOR

WILL

Main and Cherry Street^, Norristown, Pa-

POST

BIGGEST

FRESH GOODS

A S S E T

—GO TO—

of a Bank or Trust Company is public
confidence. With it tangible assets
increase and without it decrease.

Odd Fellows’ Hall
Grocery.

The assets of the PENN TRUST
COMPANY are 2 1-2 million dollars
—an increase of over one million dol
lars during the past four years. This
surely is evidence of public confi
dence.

P enn T r u s t Co.
“ The C om pany th a t p a ys
3 jg In terest fo r e v e r y day
the m o n ey is on deposit. ”

Colored Wife Beater In Maryland to
Get Nine Lashes.
Baltimore, Md., March 2.—The whip
ping post is to be revived in Mary
N O R R IS T O W N ,
land after having been in disuse for
20 years. Sadler Brooks, colored, was
sentenced to receive nine lashes in
addition to a jail sentence of two Xj»ULL LINE OF
omnths for brutally beating his wife.

Canned Goods.
Dried F rnits
and Coufeetionery.

Daniel H. Bartman,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Daily and Sunday Papers.

PA.

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

Conscience Wouldn’t Let Him Sleep.
Harrisburg, Pa., March 6. — State
Treasurer Berry received an anony
W IN TE R UNDERW EAR
mous ' letter, postmarked “Philadel For Men and Women, and Boys and Girls, at
phia,” containing $200 in greenbacks,
with the request th at it be added to Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,
the "Conscience Fund” of the treas
Ma in St ., N ear Station ,
ury, and the explanation that the send
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
er "wanted to sleep a t nights.”

at a grade crossing near Woodside station
N. Y., and was killed by a train recalls the
fact that, according to the railway accident
statistics, more than half of the persons
Big Addition to Forest Reserves.
killed by the railroads are neither passengers
Washington, March 5. — Seventeen
nor employes, but trespassers. To be exact, million
acres of forest lands have been
in 1904 there were 10,046 victims all told, of added to the forest reserves of the
whom 3973 were, in the strictly legal sense, United States by proclamations issued
tresspassers, of whom, in turn, 3357 were by President Roosevelt Thirty-two
reservations are created or in
killed, not at crossings or stations, but on the forest
creased in area by these proclama
interurban stretches of track.
tions.

Try Our Coffee»,

FOR SALE!
A Number of Desirable
Properties
Along Trolley between Norristown and
Limerick.
Write for particulars.

GOTWALS & BEYER,
55 E. Main St.

NORRI8TOWN, PA’

A fR S . M. E. VANDERSLICE’S

EATING HOUSE,
Main St., between Barber Shop and Post Office
Oollegeville, Pa.
Meals to order; eatables furnished at all
times. Oysters, all styles; families supplied.
Ice Cream, etc. Prices reasonable; terms cash.
Patronage solicited.

e v e r s l i p h o r s e n h o e ik ®
specialty
neverslip
shoes on hand. Care taken in placing

N Neverslip horseshoeing a
a t my shop. Large stock of

shoes in proper manner.
_
114.
J. W. HOOVER, Collegeville, P*

EIGHT PAGES, 52 Nos., ONE DOLLAR’

STATE AND GENERAL NEWS
and you get tne process oi aum i.,
training.
“I have never known a disinterested
member of the circus community pre
tend that the education of any animal
was pleasant to the animal, and I have
known them to speak with horror of
the methods of some trainers.
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
“It Is not very long since an athlete
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
snatched the whip from a well known
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
dog trainer on the stage of a London
Uaderwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything variety theater and soundly thrashed
him amid the plaudits of the company.
you are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of onr thousand UMBRELLAS
“Another distinguished professor Is
blacklisted by one o f the largest syn
will keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR 8TOCK.
dicates for undisguised cruelty (off the
stage) to his large and various family.
Two of our best known managers ab
solutely refuse to deal with animal
‘turns’ and make no concealment of
1 3 2 W E S T M AIM S T R E E T ,
their reasons. And the editor, now de
ceased, of an important professional
^
NORRISTOWN, PA. paper,
for years refused to attend any
place of entertainment where dogs or
birds, or Indeed any dumb creature
save conventional circus horses, ap
peared.
—OF —
“All these men knew what they were
about Most of the other performers
In a music hall fight keep shy of the
animal trainers. The stage hands speak
with horror of what they see.
Received Monday, February 11.
“The mortality among performing
animals is perfectly awful. Ever so
many are hopelessly injured In the
of education, And ever so many
W e Carry the Largest Stock and process
succumb to the dreadful life of nightly
performances.
Assortment.
“Whenever a case of cruelty by a
performer comes before the courts one
la amazed by the ineptitude and futil
Nos. 1 and 2 External Gear Boss.
ity of the evidence.
Nos. 7 and 8 Internal Gear Boss.
“The public is of course the main
culprit. It wants the shows, and man
National Boss Rotary.
agers provide them, though they must
Banner Rotary.
be conscious of the truth of all I have
Majestic Rotary.
written. They even assist in the un
kindness, for the stabling and menag
erie accommodations of some of our
1904—Acme—Standard Champion—
largest establishments are insanitary
Uneeda Round—Ault.
and inadequate In the extreme.
“I finish as I begin. The cruelty of
animal training is almost impossible of
Before buying, come see our
proof. Much of it should be obvious,
assortment.
and so much of my indictment as is
not to be proved by the obvious Is not,
I solemnly affirm, based on a desire to
be sensational or on Idle gossip, but «
the dependable assurances of men end
su^utxisra- c i t y ,
women Who dare not submit to public
citation.”

HEADQUARTERS

FO E

SHOT BY REJECTED LOVER
After Wounding Girl, Young Pool
Killed Himself.
Philadelphia, Pa., March 4.—Driven
to bay by a crowd of men who pur
sued him after he had twice shot and
wounded 17-year-old Edna McKnight,
of whom he was enamored, Malcolm
H. Pool, 21 years of age, shot and killad himself here.
Pool had boarded at the McKnight
home until recently, when he was or
dered to leave because he insisted
upon forcing his attentions upon Miss
McKnight Her parents objected to
the young man, chiefly because of
their daughter’s age. When the girl’s
father ordered Pool to leave the house,
he threatened to shoot McKnight, and
was ejected after a struggle.
Pool went to a church where Miss
McKnight was in attendance, and tried
to induce her to take a walk with him.
Sherefused, but he waited until she
started for home, and followed her.
The girl fled, and Pool fired two shots
from a revolver at her, one of which
took effect in the arm. The shooting
occurred near one of the Rapid Tran
sit company’s barns, and half a hun
dred motormen and employes gave
chase to Pool. He ran around the barn
with a large crowd in pursuit, and
finding himself cornered, jumped over
an iron fence into the yard" of the
Greenway public school, where he
turned and sent a bullet Into his heart
as the foremost of his pursuers came

M® n ’s F urnishing G oods !

W M . lET. G I L B E R T ,
A N O T H E R C AR -LO A D

WASHING MACHINES

up.
SUES FOR DIVORCE
Dan Hanna's Wife Charges Him With
Neglect and Extreme Cruelty.
Cleveland, Ohio, March 6.—Suit for
divorce was filed in common pleas
court by Elizabeth Gordon Hanna,
wife of Dan R. Hanna, only son of
the late Senator Hanna. Hanna is
accused of gross neglect of duty, aban
donment and extreme cruelty. Mrs.
Hanna asks for divorce, adequate ali
mony and the custody of her daugh
ter, Elizabeth, aged 5 years.
The plaintiff is Hanna’s second wife,
her first husband being W alter De S.
Maud, an Englishman. She was di
vorced in 1900, and on February 19,
of the same year, she was married to
Dan Hanna.
Hanna also has been
married twice.
His first marriage
was to May Harrington. She obtain
ed a divorce in 1898. She has since
remarried.

MOWERY, LATSHAW HARDWARE COMPANY,

Styles

Footwear

F or M en, W o m en
a n d C hildren.
The advance styles in footwear
for Spring and Summer which we
are showing are certainly at
tractive, and the prices are equally
so, because of the higher cost
shoes we are selling at a very
small advance.
Shoes and Oxfords made
from vici kid, pat. colt, and gun
metal leathers from $1.50 to $8 50.

H.L.NYCE
6 E. M a in S t ., N o r r is t o w n .

firownback’s Store
TRAFPE
Is crowded with a large assort
ment of

Fall and Winter G oods
M ARK ED AT

Lowest Prices.
Dress Goods, Fancy Plaids, Flan
nelettes, Canton and Wool Flannels,
Outing Flannels, Ladies’ Flannel
ettes and Percale Wrappers, Red
Blankets and Comfortables. A com
plete line of Underwear for Men,

Women and Children.
Men’s Pantaloons and Overalls,
Shoes in variety, Rubber Boots and
Shoes, Felt Boots.
Oil Cloth and Linoleum in variety
of patterns.
Cbase’s Lap Robes, Horse Hlank®ts and Stable Blankets.
Guns—Single and double-barrel,
bammerless; Ammunition, Gunning
Coats and Leggings.
Parlor Oil Heaters—3 Styles.
Hardware, Oils, Paints, Poultry
Powder, Crushed Oyster Shells.
COMPLETE LINE OF

Groceries and Provisions.
E- G. Brownbaek, Trappe.
Insure Your Horsesji
I088 by death from disease or acc
MUTn.r8 ,L 0 WER PBOVIDENC1
Full .™ UVE 8TOCK INSURANCE CC
occurs
‘ aPPra*sement paid when los
D vi n . „„ I Z. REINER, President.
' _.A88ELBBRRY, Secretary.
• « BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon,
if n .

A p p r a is e r » :
DETWILRR, Eagleville.

ROBISON CollegevUle.
W. E. BEAN, Trooper

TRAINED BÍ CRUELTY
Animals, as a Rule, Taught Tricks
Through Torture.
KINDNESS IS NOT A FACTOR.
The Result of the Methods Employed,
Says an English Writer, I* the T ri
umph of a Brute Over a Brute by
Patient and Persistent Cruelty.
“I have an old fashioned belief that
one should never make a damning
statem ent unless he is prepared to
prove it up to the hilt. And so I am
confronted at the outset with an al
most Insurmountable difficulty—to the
layman who would accurately inform
himself of the methods of animal train
ing there is opposed a bulwark of con
cealment grim and silent as the great
wall of China,” writes W. Ralnton
Clarke in the Manchester Chronicle.
'"The glib assurance th at ‘it Is all
done by kindness’ has become a by
word. No true lover of an animal be
lieves it, nor could any reasoning crea
ture, lacking that particular affection,
If he will carefully examine such facts
as are obvious.
“Granted there are animals of ex
treme intelligence and ductability.
Granted there are men and women of
extraordinary influence over birds and
beasts. The best these twain can
achieve in combination does not pro
duce an effective stage show, nor can
one-hundredth part of the ‘entertain
ment’ provided by the trainer be
ascribed to his abnormal ability or to
the especially acute Intelligence of his
pupil. It Is more probably the tri
umph of a brute over a brute by pa
tient and persistent cruelty.
“The public judges by what it sees
on the stage and remarks In admira
tion and approval that there was *no
sign of a whip.' An animal exhibitor
who was avowedly cruel would be
pretty low down in the ranks of show
men. I own a particularly ferocious
looking bulldog who goes crazy with
delight a t the sight of a whip. I t has
been bis pet toy for years and means
the beginning of a romp. On the othei
hand, a movement of the trainer’s fin
ger almost imperceptible to the audldence may suggest to the powerful
Imagination of the animal fiendish tor
ture. I t may recall the hot irons, ths
agonizing tltlllation of a nerve.
“Such appeals to the memory are, in
truth, the stock In trade Of the animal
trainer. W hat the wretched creature
has gone through during months of
dally preparation can never be known,
for the work is carried out in secrecy
and seclusion. There Is rarely a second
person present, and the brute cannot
speak. T hat is the most hideous factor
of the case.
“There Is no concealment of the fact
th at the training Is apt to be hard and
painful, and a blow Is not uncommon
from the most humane and patient
trainer, angered. It may be, by stupidi
ty and insubordination. If it Is so
with the boy, w hat must It be with
the brute?
“There Is no possession so hideous
as that of the triumph, even momen
tarily, of cruelty. Touch a child, a
horse or a dog with a whip and there
is a hideous sense of satisfaction, even
when the cause is righteous. The joy
of inflicting pain Is possible to the best
of us and grows by what it feeds on.
“Imagine the situation between a
coarse vulgarian and a helpless brute

Her Reasoning.
Wife (at the costumer’s)—Which
shall I have—this coat at 40 marks or
that one at 70? Husband—I have only
40 marks with me. Wife—Oh, well,
then, we’ll buy the seventy mark coat
on credit, and then yon can buy me a
hat with the 40 marks.—Lustige Blat
ter.

JUMPED TO DEATH

ROSSINI’S WATCH.
A Stranger Who Knew More About It
Than the Composer.
Rossini, the composer, possessed a
magnificent watch that his king had
presented to him. It was a repeater
and also a musical watch, for it played
the maestro’s prayer from “Moses In
Egypt.” But not until after be had
owned it for six years did he under
stand It fully. Rossini took a boyish
delight in showing it and making it
play, and one day he did so while in a
cafe.
A stranger who sat near was attract
ed by the music, and just as Rossini
was going to put It back in his pocket
he stepped up to him and said, “You
have a very valuable watch there, sir,
but I’ll wager that you do not know
all its capabilities.”
Rossini, much surprised, said: “I
have carried It now for six years in
honor of my king. It has never varied
one minute; it repeats the hour, quar
ter hour, tells the minutes and the day
of the month and plays, as you have
just heard, the prayer from ‘Moses.’ ”
“And yet I insist," said the stranger
smilingly, “that you do not know your
watch wholly. I’ll wager anything
you like—your watch against 10,000
francs!”
“Oh, well, if you have 10,000 francs
too many I’ll take the bet,” cried Ros
sini. “But now give me the proof of
your assertion.”
“Very well. The watch plays anoth
er piece of yours, master, and contains
your portrait besides.”
Speechless, Rossini saw that when
the stranger touched a spring a lid
flew back, disclosing his portrait, while
at the same time It played “Di Tantl
Palpiti,” from “Tancred.”
“Good gracious,” he exclaimed, look
ing a t his lost watch, “it is true! You
have won the wager. But how could
I know?”
The stranger laughed heartily and
handed him back his treasure, saying:
“I am the maker of this watch, Mi
chel Plivee. The wager was made in
fun, but I am delighted that you, the
great maestro, take such pleasure in
my work.”
Wile* of Animal*.
The panther on the plains of P ata
gonia gets as near a herd of guanacos
as It can, then lies down behind a
bush on its back. I t puts one paw up
In the air, then another, then the third
and fourth and after a bit all four at
once. That seems curious to the guanacos, and they come close to investi
gate. Up jumps the panther and lights
on the nearest one’s back and breaks
its neck. A fox up in Nova Scotia
comes down to the bay of Fundy and
goes jumping along the beach a couple
of rods and back again, rising on its
hind legs a t each about face and wav
ing Its big tail in the air. The little
flock of four or five Canada geese out
on the water begin to wonder what can
be the m atter with the fox. They
swim up into the shallow w ater to in
vestigate, when in dashes the fox and
grabs one by the neck. The men have
taken advantage of this trick and have
trained dogs to do as the fox does.
For lack of a dog men themselves
have ambled about on their hands and
knees to attract the birds.

'
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Actor Instantly Killed In Leap From
Burning Hotel.
Chester, Pa., March 4.—In an effort
to escape from a burning hotel, John
Conly, a comedian of the Vanity Fair
company, was Instantly killed by Jump
ing from a window of the Arcade ho
tel at Sixth and Market streets, where
the theatrical company was stopping.
The flames broke out on the first floor
of the building, and cut off the escape
of all the members of the company.
Firemen were on the scene before the
flames gained much headway, and
rescued all the occupants of the hotel
except Conly, who semed to have lost
his presence of mind and jumped from
the third-story window, despite the
warning of the firemen. Mrs. Watson,
also a member of the company, was
severly burned. She is in a hospital in
a serious condition. The monetary
loss will amount to about $15,000.
ARCHIE ROOSEVELT BETTER

President’s Son, Suffering From Diphtheria, Now Out of Danger.
Washington,
March
6.—Archie
Roosevelt, the president’s son, who
I has been suffering from diphtheria
since last Friday, was declared to be
I entirely out of danger by Surgeon
! General Rixey, the attending physi
cian. “Archie passed a fine day,” said
Dr. Rixey, “and is doing as well as
could possibly be expected.”
Dr. William Ç. Woodward, the dis
trict health officer, was officially noti
fied of the existence of diphtheria at
the White House, and as- required by
law, a large yellow placard bearing
the word “diphtheria,” printed in bladk
type, was tacked on the door which
leads to the eastern portion of the
mansion on the upper floor. This part
of the building is quarantined.
|

Snow Storm Caused Hih Death.
York, Pa., March 6.—One death is
the result of a blinding snow storm
which raged for half an hour in this
city. Samuel H. Spangler, aged 69
years, one of this city’s most promi
nent residents, died after returning to
his home, with congestion of the lungs,
due to exhaustion from struggling
through the Storm. He was a member
of the Worth Infantry Association, a
fireman, lodge man and at one time
editor of this city’s pioneer daily news
paper, the York Evening Record. When
the battle of Gettysburg was over the
news was brought to this city by Mr.
Spangler and then telegmphed to
President Lincoln at Washington.
Congressmen Honor Grosvenor.
Washington, March 5.—Representa
tive Charles H. Grosvenor, of Ohio,
who after 20 years of membership in
the house, retired to private life, was
presented with a club service of 300
pieces of silver tableware, the donors
being the members of the 59th con
gress.
Fire In Pennsylvahia Capitol.
Harrisburg, Pa., March 6.—A slight
fire was discovered in the offices of
the state department, of health, on the
first floor of the northwest wing of the
new capitol. Several chairs and a desk
were burned and considerable damage
was done to the costly decorations of
the room.

7
»rem ittee what he did the only thing
left for the legislature to do, If it
passes the two-cent fare bill, is to
make an appropriation to the railroad
Creasy’« Proposed Law W
ould Hil companies in order that they may con
tinue in business. And It may also b*
Corporations Hard.
necessary to make another appropria
tion to keep the officials out of tha
THE RAILROAD8 PLEAD POVERTY poorhouse.
•Mr Thayer informed the commit
tee of the senate that the passage ot
Officials Tell Legislators Two-Canl the bill would mean that the number of
Fares Would Nearly Put Them Out trains would be reduced. Fast train*
of Business—Other Live Items From would be taken off. Suburban pas
senger rates, now much less than two
the Capital.
cents a mile, would be forced up.
Harrisburg, Pa., March 4. — “F a r Preachers will not be allowed to travel
mer” William T. Creasy and his Dem for half fare. Freight rates will be
ocratic associates in the legislature advance.
And some railroads will
ire plotting trouble for the Republi have to quit business altogether.
cans. Incidentally they are making t
Someone might rise to inquire just
lot of trouble for the corporations. Ths here why it was that the railroad com
latest creation from the Democratic panies issued suburban commutation
mind Is an anti-trust bill. Creasy says rates in the first place if it was not
it is a real-thlng trust buster.
for the purpose of taking business
The man from Columbia declares away from traction companies. And it
that it contains many of the most im this is the case, is it not true that the
portant provisions of the Ohio law un railroad companies will continue their
der which successful prosecutions have suburban rates in order to retain their
been brought against the Standard suburban business during these dis
Oil company and other corporations tressing times? Somebody is likely to
in the Buckeye state,
fire this query at the railroad officials
The Creasy bill prohibits a combi when the next meeting is held about
nation of capital, skill or acts by two a week hence.
or more persons, firms or partnerships
One thing seems certain and that i*
for the purpose of restricting trade o? the railroad companies have never
preventing competition in manufactur been in business purely from philan
ing or the sale of merchandise. The at thropic motives Their officials are
torney general or district attorney is scared to death. They have "called
directed to institute suits or quo war off” Thomas V. Cooper, chairman ot
ranto proceedings against the offending the house railroad committee, disap
corporation. At the same time the a t proving of his line of procedure, and
torney general is to begin proceedings Mr. Cooper has allowed things to movt
in the Dauphin county court to com along their own way since then.
pel a forfeiture of the corporation's
Bill to Aid Old Soldiers.
charter or franchise, and for its disso
Memorial Day exercises will here
lution.
after. be carried on in proper style at
r o r violation o f this act the officers the expense of the various counties of
and employes are punishable by a fine the state if the seante concurs in the
of $500 to $10,000, and imprisonment house measure providing that county
of six months to a year. Each viola-, commissioners shall appropriate an
tlon is to be a separate offense. That nually as much money as may be nec
ought to hold them a while.
essary to each post of the Grand Army
The Creasy bill makes it unlawful of the Republic to defray the expenses
for any person or corporation to issue of Memorial Day. Heretofore the bur
or own trust certificates, or to enter den of the Memorial Day exercises
into any agreement to place the man has been borne by the Grand Army
agement or control of a combination posts, both in regard to the work in
or a manufactured product in the getting up the program and ths ex
hands of any trustee with the intent penses incurred. The old soldiers ara
to limit or fix the price or lessen the becoming less able each year to meet
production or sale. For violation of these expenses.
this provision there is a fine of not
"if you don’t vote you can’t hold of
less than $100 nor more than $5000.
fice.” Such will be the case if a bill
Any one who shall be injured In his introduced in the house by Represen
business or property through others tative Nesbit, of Northumberland, is
violating the law may recover dam passed. In brief, it provides that if a
ages to the amount of twice the loss citizen neglects to cast his ballot for
and costs of the suit.
three successive elections he shall be
Creasy says he is going after the disqualified from holding any office of
Corrupt practices law with a big club. honor or trust ip the commonwealth.
' He does not like the way it works at The'measure is in the shape of a joint
an election, and he is going to intro resolution, and provides for a new sec
duce an amendment to cut out the tion to Article 18 of the constitution.
clause in the schedule of expenses It is also provided that the general
which permits a candidate to’ pay for assembly shall provide for carrying
the transportation of voters.
this into effect by statutes ordering tha
“A candidate who wants to buy a publication of such delinquents
voter,” said Mr. Creasy, “gives the
A bill regulating trust companies
money to a henchm in and tells him was put in by Representative Eslev,,
to transport the voter to the polls. It of Allegheny. These companies are
simply legalizes the bribery of voters allowed to do a banking business under
The bribery expense is charged up to certain conditions and restrictions.
‘transportation.’ I am preparing an Trust funds, saving deposits, and in
amendment eliminating that particu vestments must be kept in separate ac
lar clause. I suppose that after I offer counts. and the surplus and undivided
It some Republican will present a simi profits must be added to until they
lar bill, and mine will be choked to aggregate one-fourth of the capital
death in committee. Then the Repub stock. No individual shall be permit
licans will claim credit for it.”
ted to borrow a sum greater than i.
To Vote For United States Senator. per cent, of the capital stock, no direc
Notwithstanding Mr. Creasy’s caus tor may borrow more than 10 per cent,
tic comment, more reform legislation and the aggregate loan to directors
has been Introduced this session of shall not be more than 25 per cent.
the legislature than ever before, and The treasurer is not permitted to be
the greater part of it has been put in an officer or director in any other com
by Republicans. Ira D. McCord. Re pany of the kind, shall have no other
publican, of Chester, has presented a occupation of profit, and shall not deal
bill to allow the people by popular in stocks. The bill was introduced at
vote to e<press their preference of the request of the banking departmenL
candidates for the United States senSlaD At Standard Oil.
fltnrfihiii
.Tne house committee on health and
It happens that McCord comes from sanitation has served notice upon cor
T. Larry Eyre’s bailiwick, and it is porations that it will stand no monkey
generally supposed that he would not business. The bill, introduced “by re
introduce anything that would be op quest” by Representaive
McCord,
posed to Eyre’s Interest As Eyre is which, if passed, would wipe out ail
a close political and personal friend effective inspection of petroleum, was
of Justice John P. Elkin, of the state killed by the health and sanitation
supreme court, there are those here committee. If this did not jar the
who think hey can see some strong Standard Oil company enough, another
opposition looming up against United bill, introduced by Mr. Hitchcock, of
States Senator Boies Penrose two Tioga, may have the desired effect.
years hence.
It provides for a more thorough In
Bill to Create Fat Jobs.
spection of oil, and for the appoint
A new fat job is to be created for ment of an oil inspector in every
each county in the state having a county in the state. The present law
population of 50,000 to 150,000 inhabi requiring all refined petroleum and
tants, if a bill introduced by Frank kerosene sold as an iiluminant to
Craven, of Washington, goes through. stand a fire test of not less than 119
It provides for the election of a coun degrees will be maintained. The most
ty controller to be voted for by the stringent section is the one providing
people at the November general elec for a general and compulsory inspec
tion. The controller is to take the tion, which the Stanadrd Oil. company
place of the auditor.
has been trying to dodge.
The Craven bill provides th at no
Because "beer is becoming a na
federal office holder shall be eligible tional beverage,” according to Repre
for the place during his term, nor for sentative Garner, of Schuylkill, it
one year thereafter, and that no coun should be pure. Mr. Garner has in
ty commissioner, county treasurer, pro- troduced a,bill making it unlawful o
thonotary, register of wills, clerk of manufacture or sell anything else than
court, recorder of deeds, sheriff or dis the real thing. No adulterations will
trict attorney or their chief clerks or be allowed. It is provided that noth
deputies shall be eligible to the con- ing but hops, malt, yeast and wat“r
trollership during their terms or for shall enter into its makeup although
two years thereafter. The controller a limited use of rice Is permitted fot
l*s to give bond in the sum of $20,000. the purpose of producing a pah liq-id
The controller is to have general su If any brewer shall use any othei In
pervision of the fiscal affairs of the gredient no mentioned it, the toil', be
county, and to make an annual report, is to be fined $5001 fot each often? a
to be printed in such newspapers as and the department of agriculture Is o
he may select. The county controllers make periodica! inspections tc se»
are to be paid salaries in accordance that the law is observed
with the population of the counties as
It probably will be anothet r > “)[ be
follows:
From 125,000 to 150,000. fore the canitol investigating commi’ $3000; from 100,000 to 125,000, $2500 tee Is ready tc, hold open bearings an i
From there the pay Is graded down take testimony The members ot the
to $1000 for counties having from 60,- committee and the ten expert a>’di000 to 60,00« population.
tors have been hard at work, howev-»What a sad. sad picture was that The attorneys and stenographers like
painted by the railroad officials for wise have been very busy gathering
the benefit of the railroad committee data together. Some of the me-cb-rs
when the two-cent fare bill was dis have admitted confld"ntiaiiy that front
cussed at an open meeting of the com - hat they already have turncrl n re
mittee. If J. B Thayer, fourth vice sults that are worth while are certain
president of the Pennsylvania was to follow the investigation.
telling the truth when he told ths '
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FORCED RHUBARB.
Not Exacting In Its Requirements et
High Quality.
The following process for forcing
rhubarb given by a Kansas farm er In
American Agriculturist is well adapted
for securing an early spring crop:
Rhubarb can be forced In a cellar, In
a box, even in the kitchen or in well
or poorly constructed forcing bouses.
I t is perhaps most commonly forced in
low double spanned, roughly and
cheaply constructed houses. An exca
vation two to three feet deep may be
made and srehed over with a roof of
hoards or logs, covered with hay, straw
or fodder and the dirt of the excava
tion thrown over the entire roof. No
particular facilities are necessary for
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The True Ones Are the Leopard
and the Lion.
FRUIT AND TRUCK.

THE MAN WHO NEEDS A PAIR OF TROUSERS
¡SHOULD NOT MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY.

New Jersey Is Largely Devoted to LEGACY OF THE MIDDLE AGES
Horticulture.
All $2.00
All $3.00
Although New Jersey is one of the The System Invented by the Gold
Trousers
at
Trousers
at
small states in area, it is great hortismiths’ Company of London Is a
culturally. Cover crops ahd green ma
Lasting Index to the Age and Gen
$2 trousers of exceptional good fabric, that
nures are used extensively, and they
$8.00 pants, made from all-wool Pcbeviots, in neat gray
uineness of Old Silver Articles.
will be employed eyen more largely in
are wear resisting, made by the. Dutchess *5S OOffeCtR’
a'*° 8maP c*lec*{ an(l mottled designs, sale price,
the future, according to a writer in Na
Every mark on your old silver means
Co. (guaranteed.) A new pair if they rip ;
tional Stockman and Farmer. Stable something, and if you care to be sure
also black thibets that will bold color at
$3.00 pants, of all worsted hairline stripes, over-plaids and
manures are not considered so indis about its age or maker a study of
neat effects, cot both conservative and wide tbigb, all at
pensable as a t one time. It is now well these marks and the system is essen
$1-50.
$2* 00«
’
I
understood that the most important tial. A record has been kept a t Gold
factor in maintaining and increasing smiths’ hall, London, for five centuries
soil fertility is humus, and it matters of all annual date letters and of the
M
Come Around to Our W indow and See Some of Them.
not whether this vegetable fiber is de registered silversmiths and their pri
«
rived from stable manures or green vate marks.
•T
crops returned directly to the soil in
In 1337 King Edward III. granted a
stead of in the roundabout way of charter to the Goldsmiths’ guild. Dur
All $4.00
(h A
7 r— All $5.00
through the stable.
ing the reign of Edward IV. the Gold
!Trousers at O ^ ■ f O
Trousers a t
Cover Crops.
smiths’ Company of London, as it
|
$4.00 all wool black tbibet, cheviot and homespuns, also
The gardeners and fruit growers of came to be known, invented and put
$5 00 pants, made from pure all worsted cloths, in neat i
i blue serges, all having been originally sold at $4 00; color stripes, lovely gray patterns in cheviots and homespuns, beauti
New Jersey are learning how to cut into practice an alphabetical system-of
guaranteed ; price now $ 2 . 7 5 .
fully
made and trimmed with best lining,' and faultless fit ■1
down the manure bill by the judicious marks, changing each year. There
$4 00 all wool and worsted stripes, checks and all over former price $5.00, now $ 3 . 3 3 .
use of green crops. I t is easily possible were similar codes in the provincial
effects, ln the new iron gray, Quaker gray and business gray
to grow or start a crop of crimson assay offices.
colorings ; every pair tboroughly well made and trimmed with
$6 00 all wool worsted and cheviot pants, and very fine
clover, cowpeas or rye after the re
This system is one of the few be
best linings and sewed tbrougbout with silk thread, all at black thfbits, unlimited choice o f over fifty styles, all hand$ 2 .7 5 .
moval of the garden crops, and these quests. of the middle ages which have
tailored; every pair guaranteed, at $ 3 . 3 3 .
when plowed down the following stood the test of time practically with
spring will supply as much vegetable out change. By the provisions of this
matter as a fairly liberal application system we have not only a lasting in
of stable manure.
dex by which to judge the age of gold
T-,'5*ou®ers for P fess. Trousers for Business and Trousers for Work to
and silver, but we have a guarantee of
Potato Growers.
Fit the Forms of the Short, Tall, Lean and Stout.
genuineness.
Potato growers of Freehold and else
Neither the date marks nor maker’s
where have been forced to abandon
$ }4 Fancy Suits and Black and Oxford Over
the use of crimson clover for a few marks are hall marks, properly speak
coats Marked for Quick Clearance $9.75.
years on account of the soil becoming ing, though - all marks on silver are
too rich in nitrogen, thus causing ex commonly referred to as hall marks.
cessive vine growth of the potato. The true hall marks are the leopard
When this trouble arises, wheat and and the lion. The leopard’s head was
Pottstown,
rye are substituted as green crops for used first from 1300, and in 1545 a lion
The New and Greater Store.
a few years, returning to crimson passant was added. These marks were
clover If desirable. By the use • of punched into the metal with a die, the
¿reen crops“ a“nd“ commerciarfertmzere I
appearing ln a shield or oblon*
some Freehold farmers have grown 1 field.
potatoes yearly on the same land for | Until 1550 a small crown appeared
periods ranging from a few years to over the lion; from 1557 to 1680 the
ten or more, with no decrease in the puncheon followed the outline of the
lion’s body; after that the lion appear
yield.
ed on an oblong shield. These various
forms of the hall mark Indicate certain
broad periods and are sometimes help
NEW RASPBERRY.
ATful in determining the age of a piece
An Autumn Cropping Variety That of silver when the date mark is indis
tinct. The date letter or year mark
Appears Promising.
The new late fruiting raspberry here system seems to have been definitely
shown is a seedling purple cane raised | settled about 1518, for, although there
The footwear for to-day is fashioned for ease
on the grounds of the R ural-N ew j was an alphabetical system more than
and comfort as well as for STYLE, ELEGANCE
and WEAR.
The Noble Horse
Yorker, which says th at it made a fifty years before, it is customary to
go back to 1518 as an accurate starting
He deserves a warm and
point.
Our Shoes Cover All These
strong 5A B lanket.
It
Charles II. raised the standard of the
Points.
will protect him from the bit
metal, and in 1695 the new quality was
ter cold, give him comfort,
given a new mark, Britannia sitting in
an oblong puncheon, with a lion’s
keep him healthy.
M f ) T I
C" . All Our Shoes selling above $2.00 are
head erasecl. The standard was found
5
A
Blankets
have
a
world
^amp proof, having a cork layer beto be too soft for practical purposes,
wide reputation for strength
■
■
■1
1
tween
the soles.
however, and in 1720 there was a re
and length of wear.
turn to the old and present standard
Buy a 5A Bias Girth for the Stable.
of metal, with the leopard’s head and
Wearing Qualities
Buy a 5A Square for the Street.
the lion passant. Naturally these Bri
tannia pieces are rare.
We Sell Them
at Low Prices.
Makers began to use their private
marks about 1363. At first they used
Ladies’ Extra Fine Sunday Shoes, $1,25
Boys’ and Youths’ Fine Sunday Shoes,
the first two letters of the surname.
and $1.50, Button or Lace.
$1.00 and $1.25, and upwards.
About 1739 the initials were substitut
The largest assortment of Ladies’ $2.00
Men’s Box Calf Extension Sole Shoes,
ed. For example, prior to this date
Shoes in Pottstown. All styles.
$2.00 and ,upwards.
Jobbers
and
Retailers
o
f
HARDWARE,
Paul Lamerie’s mark was La. After
Children’s Fine Sunday Shoes, 65c., 75c.,
Men’s and Boys’ Golt 8kin Shoes, $2.00
w ard it became P. L.
and $1.06.
PAINTS,
TOOLS,
ETC.,
and $2.50.
Thus were four marks on the silver
Exclusive agent for “ Sorosis” and Ziegler
Exclusive agent for Ralston Health and
up to 1784—leopard’s head, lion, date
Bros.’ Stvllsh Shoes for Women.
A. W . and W. Shoes for Men.
letter and maker’s mark. In 1784 the
sovereign’s head was added—the gov
ernmental customs mark—making five
PIKFMXVILLK. PA*
punches in all. There were changes
FALL BLARING RASPBERRY.
from time to time in the fixed hall J. P. STETLER, Manager.
—
^
------- — *
strong clump the second year from I marks which are worth noting. For
seed and bore nearly a pint of ex- , example, the leopard’s head was set in
cellent berries in October. It was di- 1 a puncheon following its outlines until
vided last spring, forming seven new j 1678, when it began to appear in a
Pottstown’s Leading Shoe Store.
1 4 l High St
plants, each of which sent up two or symmetrical shield of five sides.
In 1696 the bead was reduced some
more strong canes, nearly every branch
of which terminated in clusters of what in size. In 1720 the leopard lost SPRING 18 COMING—THE TIME FOR
bloom and berries like those illustrat his beard and his shield became ob
MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR
ed. The berries are exceedingly firm, long, and in 1823 his crown was taken
but juicy and of rich subacid flavor, away from him. These were all Lon
HOUBEFURNI8HING8.
and the yield is far larger than we don marks. There were in addition
When you have occasion to introduce
provincial
marks.
The
Edinburgh
hall
The first thing; to decide. Is t
have ever before found on fall fruiting
mark
dates
from
1457.
I
t
was
a
triple
any
Plumbing
Fixtures, or to have your
raspberries. The foliage is thick and
“ W here will I purchase 7“
leathery, has always been entirely turreted castle or tower. The stand
home
heated
with
steam or hot water, you
healthy, while the canes have never ard mark was a thistle, which was
Before making your choice, it will be to.
want
only
the
most
skillful mechanics to
been harmed even by the severe winter substituted for the assay master’s ini your advantage to call and examine stock
tials
in
1757.
The
date
letter
cycles
plan
and
execute
the
work.
and
secure
prices
at
of 1904-05, though absolutely without
protection. The berries are shown in began ln Edinburgh in 1681.
Glasgow had a curious emblem—a
natural size. The color is lighter pur
“ It’s Just Like This!”
ple red than any purple cane variety tree with a bird in the top, a bell hang
ing
from
one
branch
and
a
fish
across
we have grown. If the variety main
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating
tains its prolific autumn bearing habit the trunk, stamped in an oval punch W here it is always a pleasure to SHOW
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under
under commercial culture and propa eon. The Sheffield and Birmingham GOODS.
hall marks were a crown and an an
gation it would appear desirable.
A FULL LINE of all grades of
proper conditions they last for generations.
chor respectively, with the lion passant
as the standard mark. Dublin had a
Barreling Apples.
“ It’s Just Like This
When barreling apples, cut several crowned harp.
Now, to go back to the subject of
circles of newspaper and put in the
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style
bottom of the barrel, When ready to date marks, I cannot do more than
barely indicate w hat there is in the
use the press to put
Plumbing
Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water
subject for those who wish to go into
in the bead, have at
it
seriously.
Different
cities
or
haUs
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good
hand a cushion
had different year marks. I will deal oleums.
made of a dozen
material and workmanship.
only
with
the
London
marks,
as
being
circles of newspa
Picture Frames made to order.
by
far
the
most
im
portant
per to lay on top of
j Each year had assigned to it a let
“ It’s Just Like This!”
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
the apples before
te r of the alphabet, which was stampapplying pressure,
Repairing and upholstering attended to
;I
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send
ed on every piece of silver made or promptly.
advises Farm Jour
sold in London th at year. When the
us
your
orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we put
nal. This will save
W A
much bruising of PACKING APPLES. J alphabet was used up they went back
you to any avoidable inconvenience.
to A again, taking usually a slightly
the top layer of ap
ples. When the apples have been press different form of letter. These alpha
ed into position, this cushion can be re bets stopped a t the letter U, so th at
moved and several circles of newspa each of these cycles is an even twenty
per or other paper laid on top of the gears ’in length.
X-X2.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA,
One way of counterfeiting old silver
apples. Then put In the head.
is to make a perfect copy of an old
¡piece ln some alloy and give it a thick
In New England.
C O LLEG EV ILLE
The time is not so far distant when coating of silver by the modem elec
New England farms will again be troplate process. Such counterfeits are
sought for the native fertility th at ex treated skillfully, hall marks and all
ists in their soil and for the better being reproduced.
On the bottom or Inside of the piece
profits which they will afford. With
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
the profligate use that has been made may sometimes be found the granulat
of our cheap land of the west the ed or crystallized surfaces left by this
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
cream of its fertility has been taken process, though these are usually tooled
Ip g
lover
if
in
sight
Sometimes
English
A ll kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain
the most careful and painstaking attention.
off. A skimming process for many
years has been practiced by the grow hall -marks have been cut from a spoon
and Artistic Designs. A ll Work guar
mtmSKmfÂWti ■mBSÊËing of wheat after wheat and corn aft or other small article of great age and
¡transferred
to
a
larger
piece
of
more
er corn until the yield per acre has
anteed. Estimates furnished.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA,
been reduced below th at of New Eng modem make.—Country Life In Amer
land.—G. T. P. in American Cultivator. ica.
M a in S t. C o lle g e v ille .
’Phonb No. 18.

* 1.50

* 2.00

$ 3.33
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FORCED RHUBARB.

ventMation. Unless in a severely cold
winter, the bouse can be heated by
use of ordinary heating stoves. In
more expensive houses and in case of
extreme cold a system of hot w ater or
jjteain beating would undoubtedly be
advisable.
Good, strong two, three or four year
old plants are used in forcing. The
plants to be used are dug In the fall
and, with their adhering soil, left in
the field and covered with enough soil
to prevent drying out. It is best to
leave them there until they have been
frozen through. About January, earlier
or later, as the case may be, the roots
still retaining their soil are brought
into the forcing house. They are set
or packed close together on the moist
d irt floor. Moist soil, preferably a rich
one, is filled in about each plant, cov
ering the crown glightly. After they
are once thus packed in they may not
need watering, but the roots and soli
should not be allowed to become dry.
Only strong, vigorous plants will pro
duce the large, thick stalks eighteen to
twenty inches high. When properly
grown, the forcing house product Is at
tractive, of delicate color, tender and
of excellent flavor. After the plants
have produced this winter crop of
leaves they will have become exhaust
ed and are of little or no value.
-f..........
.
Sowing Seed*.
* In regard to sowing seeds for an
early start in the spring Country Gen
tleman has the following, among othei
things, in the way of useful hints: Sow
some cabbage, cauliflower, beet, oniony
celery and lettuce seeds and string
beans in your hotbed, or, if you hav*
neglected to make one. sow your seeds
In shallow boxes with some cinders ic
the bottom and then filled with light,
loamy soil. Sow thinly, cover lightly
and put the boxes in a sunny window
In case you have hotbeds don’t forget
to give them plenty.of fresh air on fine
days, and water the seedlings freely.
Continued Use of Silage.
The argument is occasionally made
th a t the continued use of silage has a
deleterious effect upon the constitution
of the animal. The ground taken is
th a t the acids affect the digestive func
tions and in time impair the bodily
vigor and productive capacity. To my
knowledge no such claims have ever
been substantiated, and the average
feeder need have no fears in this re
gard.—Professor F. W. Taylor, New
Hampshire.
Convenient Window Boxes.
Many people have to start all theh
early plants in the kitchen windows,
and the space is usually rather re
stricted. The cut shows a stand with
a series of boxes, one above another
Each box is
p i v o t e d by
screws through
the side piece*
Into the middl*
of the ends ol
each box. Th<
boxes can thu<
be tilted to
ward the win
dow to get the
NOVEL PLANT STANS.
f u l l sunlight
The next day the stand can be turned
about and the boxes tilted the othei
way, as the sun draws the plants t*
one side and the other. Pegs (as
shown) hold the boxes in place when
tilted. On cold nights the whole stand
can be removed from the window.—
Farm Journal.
Basic Slag Meal.
Basic slag meal has proved through
out to be : highly efficient phosphatie
m anure a t one of the eastern experi
m ent stations. Its relative efficiency
bas been particularly high where those
plants hav been grown which ar*
helped by iming. This is doubtless
tiue in p4rt o the fact that it contain*
Aar more lime than bone meal or floats

Fashions for tbe Feet
W e it z e n k o r n ’s.

Theff.H.BenjaminCo.

N o . 2 0 6 Bridge St.,

IMPORTANT: We Give Coupons, Good for Silverware.

- FURNITURE -

W E I T Z E I s T E O R I T ’S

“It’SJu s t Like This!”

The C o lle p ie Furniture Store

o

Furniture and Housefurn
ishing Goods in Stock.

in

m FURNISHING M

Undertaker * Embalmer
John L. Bechtel,

V*

GEO. F. CLAMER,

Marble and Granito Works,

